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1.0 SUMMARY
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i
Volumes IthroughV of this ro.port pre_nt the results of a four-month para-
metric analysis and conceptual design study conducted by the Research and Ad-
vanced Development Division of Avco Corporation for the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. The study objectives included a parametric analysis of the unmanned
flyby bus/lander concept for scientific investigation of Mars during the 1969
and 1971 launch opportunities, a conceptual design of the selected configuration,
and a development and cost plan indicating the program leading to development
and first flight of the Advanced Mariner vehicle in 1969.
The flyby/lander concept utilizes a 1493-pound spacecraft launched on an Atlas
Centaur Launch vehicle. The scientific capability of the lander and flyby bus
vehicles were determined to obtain a balance between scientific data and overall
systems complexity comensurate with the first landing mission to l_Hars.
The lander vehicle separates from the flyby bus vehicle prior to planet encounter,
enters the planetary atmosphere, and descends to the surface on a parachute.
During atmospheric entry, parachute descent, and surface operations, the
lander analyzes the Martian atmosphere; and for five hours after impact deter-
mines wind velocity as well as performing a simple life detection experin_.ent.
The information is transmitted to Earth via both a direct transmission link to
the DSIF and is also relayed through the flyby bus which has been placed on a
delayed flyby trajectory for this purpose. The flyby bus also collects inter-
planetary data and maps the planet. The lander vehicle has been designed to
accommodate the minimum projected atmosphere for Mars (11 miUibar surface
pressure) and surface winds gusting to 200 ft/sec resulting in impact loads of
up to 1500 g for a landed payload protected by crushable material The lander
is to be dry heat sterilized to avoid contamination of Mars with Earth organism$
while the flyby bus is placed on a biased trajectory providing _ small probability
of entering the planetary atmosphere and therefore is not required to be steri-
lized.
System Analysis shows a minimum of three launch attempts are necessary to
achieve an 84 percent chance of a successful mission in the 1969 and 1971 launch
opportunities; this requires that the program begin in early 1965 to meet a 1969
launch date.
The development and cost plans are included in this volume0 and are treated
herein as essentially two separate documents.
1. 1 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The purpose of the development plan is to identifyp organize, and discuss the
major efforts required to carry out a program resulting in the successful com-
pletion of the 1969 and 1971 Mars lander missions, according to the schedule
shown in figure I, and using the lander and bus concepts presented in volumes
Ill and IV.
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In duration the plan covers from the beginning of the preliminary design in
March 1965, through the follow-up activities after the 1971 launch.
During this time period, the plan covers the following major activities:
Preliminary De sign
Final System Design
Subsystem Development Programs, including
Subsystem Design
Development Hardware Procurement
Development Testing
Subsystem Qualification Testing
System Hardware Procurement a_nd F__bric_tion
System Development and Testing
Flight Hardware Procurement and Testing
Sterilization Facility
In its treatment of the above activities, the Development Plan makes use of
several ground rules, outlined as follows:
Hardware covered:
Bus, Lander and Bus/Booster Interface Only.
mentation, except for Bus TV subsystem.
Number of Units Covered - 1969 Launch.
No scientific instru-
System Test - Five Vehicles.
Flight - Four Vehicles, (two flight and two spare).
Number of Units Covered - 1971 Launch.
System Test - one Vehicle.
Flight - Four'Vehicles (two flight and two spare).
Subsystem development is carried out for the 1969 launch but not for the
1971 launch.
The vehicles used for the 1971 launch are identical copies of those used in
the 1969 launch.
The activities of the entire program may be generally identified in two classes:
hardware activities and development activities. Hardware activities are those
a s soclated with the following:
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Fabrication, Quality Control, and Test of Flight Hardware.
Fabrication, Quality Control, and Test o£ GSE for Flight Hardware.
Acceptance Testing of Flight Hardware.
Spacecraft Field Support Activities.
Development activities are, as a class, all of the other activities of the pro-
gram. They may, however, be subclassed in three categories:
1. All Fabrication, Quality Control, and Testing activities associated
with system test hardware and its GSE.
2. All design, management, and management support activities, such as
Project Office, Reliability, Quality Assurance, Systems Analysis, and
Documentation.
3. All activities concerned with the conduct of the several subsystem
hardware development programs which are required to develop bus and
lander subsystems.
The schedule shown in figure I above indicates the relationships of the major
program activities. It is organized first to assure that the 1969 launch date
can be me4 and second to maximize the time available for the conduct of sub-
system development programs. In view of the fact that no development is
scheduled for the 1971 launch, that portion of the schedule is not tight, and is
not shownhere. It is shown, however, inthe schedules section of this volume.
Preliminary design is expected to start on I March 1965, being awarded to two
prime contractor candidates. The awards are expected to result from a normal
RFP-proposal exchange, and it is expected that the activity will last five months
and be complete by 1 August 1965. It is expected that 3PL will closely monitor
the activities of these contractors and perform appropriate analyses throughout
the period, so that the decision of contractor choice can be made on 1 August
1965. The winning contractor would then continue into the final design stage.
It is this point in time which actually governs the start of the subsystem develop-
ment programs, since it is estimated that it will take five months of final sys-
tem design to produce subsystem requirement specification adequate to initiate
subsystem development activities.
The subsystem development programs required are the following:
Bus Subsystem Development Programs:
Television
Payload Platform
Communication and Power
Attitude Control
-4-
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Propulsion
Temperature Control
Bu s/Lande r Sepa ration System
Science Liaison (both Bus and Lander)
Lander Subsystem Development Programs:
Aerodynamics
Communication and Power
Structures
Thermodynamics and Material
Parachute
Impact
Propulsion
Temperature Control
For the bus two of the more critical of these is the attitude control program and
the separation program. The first is scheduled tightly because the lead times
necessary for developing such components as propellant tanks are characteristl-
cally long. The second is thought to be critical because of its complexity and
the liklihood of delays in addition to the fact that pyrotechnic procurement can be
a long lead time item.
A generally critical item for the lander is the requirement that all its compo-
nents must be heat sterilizable. There is nothing in the conceptoal design which
is not considered sterilizable, but the severity of the requirement makes likely
the possibility of problems in this area.
The subsystem development programs continue until the end of March 1767s and
must be complete by that time because of constraining activities later in the
program.
Five system test units are planned, the last four of which are to be assembled
from qualified subsystems. The minimum fabrication schedule for these four
governs when the systems tests can start and of these, the system type approval
test is the controlling one, extending through March 1968.
It is reasoned that assembly of the flight hardware and spares should not start
until the type approval testing is complete. In this way it is assured that no
major retrofits will be required on flight hardware.
Flight vehicles are assembled "_ _Irs, with two backup spares being the second
two and also being the governing factor on when assembly of the first two units
must start. In order for the spares to be available at Launch time, they need
four months at the launch site for checkout and preflight mating and testing. The
two-month overlap between assembly activities is considered minimum.
-5-
The program elements chiefly constraining the subsystem development programs
are therefore the following, in reverse order:
Spacecraft flight units need four months at launch site.
Assembly of flight units must start by l April 1968.
Type approval testing must be complete by 1 April 1968.
Assembly of test vehicles controls when type approval testing can start.
Development programs must provide qualified hardware for system test
unit assembly
In an effort to shorten the AMR preflight activities to a minimum, the planned
approach is to carry out the launch site compatibility and integration program
using the system type approval unit after those tests are complete. By doing
this, when the flight units and spares arrive, they will require only the usual
bined, are estimated to require four months.
In figure l above, sterilization is shown as a separate category to emphasize
its overall importance to the program and the fact that it is a long lead item.
The underlying constraint in the sterilization schedule is that the clean room
and terminal sterilization facilities be available for assembly of the four sys-
tems test units which are composed of qualified subsystems. This availability
date is 1 April 1967. In order to accomplish this, the indicated schedule has
been established, which requires that sterilization planning be carried on along
with preliminary design (this means itwill have to be done by both competing
contractors). At about the same time that the winning contractor is chosen,
the plan should be approved so that both pilot plant and facility acquisition ef-
forts can start. The facility schedule indicated is considered the minimum
realistic, and the pilot plant activities are carried on through the completion
of the sterilization assay.
1. Z COST PLAN
The purpose of the cost plan is to estimate the cost of doing the things called
out in the development plan in the manner that they are planned there and at the
times indicated in the schedules.
The format for the summary cost plan is indicated in figure 2, which is a pres-
entation of the total costs of both 1969 and 1971 launches. These costs, as well
as the others presented in volume V are governed by several ground rules which
are indicated in the following list.
THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT GROUND RULE FOR COSTING PURPOSES IS
THAT NOTHING GOES WRONG. THIS IS NEVER COMPLETELY TRUE, BUT
ALLOWS THE READER TO JUDGE THE IMPACT OF TROUBLE BASED ON
HIS OWN EXPERIENCE.
-6-
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Figure Z 1969 k 1971 LAUNCH COSTS - TOTAL PROGRAM
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Hardware Covered:
Bus, Lander, and Bus/Booster Interface Only.
Number of Units Covered 1969 I_nnch.
System Test - Five Vehicles.
Flight - Four Vehicles, (two flight and two spare).
Number of Units Covered - 1971 Launch
System Test - One Vehicle.
Flight - Four Vehicles (two flight and two spare).
5ubsyster,-_ Developlzlezit is carried out for the i969 launch but not for the 1971
launch.
Vehicles used in 1971 are I for costing purposes, identical copies of those used in
1969.
Hardware costs are those associated with
The Fabrication and Quality Control of Four Flight Units.
Fabrication and Quality Control of Flight Hardware GSE.
Acceptance Tests of Flight Hardware.
Spacecraft Field Support.
Development costs are aU the other program costs and canbe classed in three
w_tys:
Costs associated with the five system test units.
Support cost such as
Management
Reliability
Quality As surance
Documentation
Subsystem development costs,
The dollar figures shown are total dollars, defined as including the following:
Direct labor
Labor overhead
Materials
Materials handling
-8-
Travel
Consultants
Computer time
General AdminisLration
A few comments relative to figure 2 can be made here. A rr.ore detailed dis-
cussion will be found in Section 3. 2.
The most expensive single year is 1966, since most of the development activities
occur then.
While the 1965 costs may seem high in terms of budgetary considerations, it is
noteworthy that most of the costs occur after the start of fiscal year 1966. The
only costs occurring earlier are the preliminary design and sterilization planning
of the two corr_._petingcontractors.
Most of the manufacturing costs are incurred in 1967 and 1968; for that reason
they are the second two most expensive years.
Table 1 below is a summary of the total costs indicated in the cost plan. There
is a significant reduction in the 1971 costs, primarily because of the ground
rule not to carry on subsystem development for that opportunity. Itis also
noteworthy that bus hardware costs are about double per unit those of the lander.
This is principally because of the greater payload complexity of the bus, including
the solar panels. The hardware cost decreases slightly in 1971, since the GSE
can be used again after refurbishment. Bus development costs are actually
about the same as the lander, but appear higher in this summary because of the
cost of five sets of system test hardware, which are more expensive for the bus.
The format for the detailed cost plan is shown in figure 3. One such page is used
to break down the costs of each line item indicated in figure 2.
This breakdown is largely self explanatory, and for more details the reader is
invited to examine section 3. 3, in which each cost area is discussed.
The same ground rules apply to these costs as apply to the summary costs
above.
-9-
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Bull
Lander
Grand Total
TABLE I
PROGRAM COST SUMMARY
(Thousands of Dollars)
1969
Launch Window
1971
Development
vv: _ . _
A'1_t r_W_t EC
Subtotal
$ 53, 116
17, n_,-1vv f
70, 123
.$ 5, 549
21,712
Development
Ha rdware
Subtotal
41,093
8, 216
49, 309
$119, 432
3,455
7,006
10,461
$32, 173
Total
$ 58,665
33.!70
91,835
44, 548
15, 222
59,770
$151,605
!:
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BUS:
196 9 Launch
Development
Hardware
Total
In-House Subtotal
Outside Subtotal
1971 Launch
Development
Hardware
Total
In-House Subtotal
Outside Subtotal
LAJqDER:
1969 Launch
Development
Hardware
Total
In-House Subtotal
Outside Subtotal
1971 Launch
Development
Hardware
Total
In-House Subtotal
Outside Subtotal
1965
I
1966 1967
I
1968 1969
I
i
t
I
t
1970 11971
I
( !
I
1972 [Total
I
Figure 5 DETAIL COST FORMAT
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The development plan and cost plan are presented separately in this volume.
The introduction to the cost plan is contained at the beginning of that section.
though mentioned here briefly,
The development plan contains seven principle sections, described as follows:
1. Program Management
This section cont_-;.,.-..sdiscussion of direct management responsibilities,
which are both technical and financial in nature, and indirect responsibili-
ties, which are concerned with supervision of certain specialized activities,
such as reliability and quality assurance efforts.
2. Design and Design Control
This section contains discussions of the basic design efforts, preliminary
and final, and the three major activities which act as design controls:
systems analysis, reliability, and quality assurance.
3. Sterilization
This section contains a detailed discussion of the sterilization aspects of the
program, including requirements, facilities, training, and monitoring.
4. Subsystem Development
This section contains first a make-or-buy discussion followed by discus-
sions of the subsystem development programs required for this program.
These programs involve both prime contractor and subcontractor efforts.
In support of the subsystem development programs, discussions are in-
cluded on ground support equipment, and problem areas.
5. System Development
This section contains discussions of the basic manufacturing plan and
quality control efforts, following which each of the systems tests is dis-
cussed. The system tests with one exception are conducted on complete
spacecraft assembled from qualified subsystems. The final part of this
section is a discussion of system problem areas.
6. Flight Hardware
This section contains discussions of the system a_sembly process and the
checkout and prelaunch activities required prior to launch.
-12-
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7. Schedules
This section contains all the schedules presented in the development plan:
first, a summary schedule and then a detailed schedule for each significant
activity of the program, including one for each separate subsystem develop-
lent program.
8. Facilities
This section presents briefly a list of the more unusual facilities which are
expected to be required for this program. These do not necessarily have to
be procured for the program but must be made available on some basis.
The cn_t p]n_n iS ,_pe..f_A _,,.A ;.. ,1,. vo!u.-...e_-_ "- Based on "_'- developmez_
plan. Aside from the introduction it contains two sections: summary and detail.
I. Summary Section
This section presents annual costs for each of several activities comprising
the program. The pres_ - ations are by launch window, bus and lander, and
development and hardware, including the permutation of combinations.
2. Detail Section
This section presents a detailed expression of the annual costs of each
activity summarized in the summary section. These are presented in the
following terms: by launch window, bus and lander, and expected prime
contractor and subcontractor costs.
Z. 2 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Management of this program will require both direct and indirect action on the
part of the Project Manager and his Project Engineers.
Direct action responsibilities are both technical and financial in nature and in-
clude the following:
1. Technical
Program Planning
Design Development
Configuration Control
Schedule Coordination
Coordination with Vendors and Subcontractors
Coordination with the Customer
Response to New Directives
Documentation
-13-
2. Financial
Line Function Activity C°ntr°l
Financial Reporting
Generation of Cost Estimates
Maintenance of Schedules
Indirect responsibilities are those concerned with monitoring other types of
activities during the program. These include:
Systems Analysis
Reliability
Quality As surance
Quality Control
Subsystems and Systems Testing
Spacecraft Field Support
Make-or-Buy Committee
Other Administrative Services
With the exception of the last item, the activities listed above are all discussed
elsewhere in this plan and therefore need no discussion here, other than to
point out that they are all highly specialized tasks, and therefore require the
monitoring of general program management to assure that the activities are
kept under control and administered efficiently.
Other administrative services include contracts, budgets, reproduction ser-
vices, and so forth, and it is the responsibility of program management to see
that these services are used effectively in support of the program.
2.2.1 Direct Management Responsibilities -- Technical
Program planning involves amplifying and detailing all the basic program
activities beyond the stage of this development plan, so that the resulting
program plan is a working tool, identifying not only what is to be done,
but who will do it, where, by when, and so forth. The program plan will
have to be kept up to date as changes occur and analyses continually made
to assure that the program will be successfully completed on time.
Design development responsibility for the designs of both the bus and lander
should be assigned to separate project engineers who will be responsible
for coordination of all the subsystem design activities, assuring that the
overall system design is compatible with them and that it still meets the
system requirements imposed by the contractual work statement.
-14-
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Configuration control. Whenever design changes occur, they must be
properly incorporated into the design, but action must be taken to assure
that the cha.nge does not violate configuration constraints. In the event
that a proposed change would do this, itmust be revised so that the reason
for the change is still satisfied, but the configuration stillmeets specifica-
tions.
Schedule coordinatie)n. As changes occur in the schedules of specific pro-
gram elements, it is a management responsibility to coordinate the changes
with other schedules so that all schedule interfaces remain satisfactory.
Coordination with vendors and subcontractors. Throughout the program
vendor and subcontractor coordination must be carried on in the areas of
design, fabrication, testlng= _nd de!ivery schedule for the r--r_-_ of con-
tinually assuring that specifications and schedules are being met.
Coordination with 5PL. Throughout the program coordination with JPL
will be required to stay informed on changes as they may occur and to
keep 3PL informed of program progress.
Response to new directives. During a program of this size it is to be ex-
pected that technical directives will occur and management is responsible
to see that these are properly understood and carried out.
Documentation. While program management does not actually write much
of the program documentation, this being done mostly by engineers directly
concerned with the reported function , itis responsible for what is reported,
and is therefore ultimately responsible for this task. The docurventatlon
necessary to record program progress and to help direct and control pro-
gram effort can be defined as belonging in two broad ca_,egories: program
control documentation and NASA contractually-required documentation, a
category which includes both project-peculiar documentation and standard
"software" documentation. These categories are briefly discussed below.
Program control documentation is intended primarily for internal working
purposes. It should serve primarily as a tool to provide internal technical
program information. It should record the plans under which the contractor
is carrying out its tasks, the historical evolution of the work accomplished
against these plans, and the current status of the program. It should de-
fine the project organization and assign responsibilities, include instruc-
tions and data relative to schedules, fiscal, communication and other con-
trols, establish the pattern for project revieW, and maintain the status of
the action items resulting from these reviews; it should include appendixes
which present basic project information, such as the work statement, status
of facilities, classification instructions, etc. The documentation system
should be IIS oriented. This documentation should be updatable as required
-15-
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in order to minimize delays in the transmission of program technical in-
formation. At the conclusion of the program much of this documentation
can be useful as material for the final technical report.
The category, project-peculiar document._tion should include plans.
directives, procedures, schedules, status reports, technical reports,
and other project-related documentation. The category '_oftware"
documentation should include drawings, test specifications, failure re-
ports, change orders, inspection reports, and other hardware associated
doc umentation.
2.2.2 Direct Management Responsibilities -- Financial
Line function activity control. During any program that involves consider-
able efforts of line departments or other supporting functions, where people
may not be working full ti_me on the program, care must be exercised to
assure that the efforts being expended in the name of the program are in
fact being efficiently applied and that the most effec*.ivelevels of manpower
are being used.
Financial Reporting. Two types of financial reporting must be carried on:
formal reporting to JPL and internal reporting. Formal reporting should
be done monthly and be contract-oriented, while internal reporting should
be weekly and be task-oriented.
Generation of cost estimates. •Estimates are usually required for deter-
mining cost to completion and for response to technical directives, where
they represent an increase in contract scope.
Maintenance o_ schedules. While schedule coordination is essentially a
technical responsibility from the standpoint of performance, the main-
tenance on a regular basis is usually the responsibility of financial
management because of their close tie-in to costs and cost estimating.
-16o
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2.3 DESIGN AND DESIGN CONTROL
2.3. l Introduction
While design activities are often thought of as being basically independent
of certain other activities, although influenced to a certain extent by them,
the approach here has been to combine into one section both the principal
design activities and the activities which exert the greatest influences on
them. For this reason, systems analysis, reliability and quality assurance
discussions are contained here along with final design.
System analysis efforts act principally to control the design so that it max-
imizes mission return, and is not overemphasized in particular areas.
Reliability efforts control design by assuring that it will meet reliability
goals. This may mean requiring certain types of approaches, or redun-
dancies which may otherwise be overlooked.
Quality assurance efforts are directed to design in that the quality of pro-
duct necessary to achieve reliability is designed into it. This includes not
only in-house design and specification control, but also vendor and sub-
contractor control in the same areas.
2.3.2 Preliminary Design
The preliminary design activity of the program is expected to involve two
competing prime contractor candidates and run from l March 1965, through
31 July 1965, a period of five months. Contract awards to these contractors
is expected to result from a normal RFP-proposal exchange with JPL, which
would occupy the time between the completion of the present stucly and I March
1965. These time spans are indicated on the summary schedule in figure l
of the summary and figure 8 of the schedules section.
The concept of the preliminary design activity is that it be done in a manner
such that final design can immediately follow, being done only by the winning
contractor candidate. Operating in this manner makes it possible to start
the required subsystem development program earlier than would be possible
if a delay occurred between these two activities. It is therefore required
that JPL be able to make the contractor choice decision at the end of the
five-month preliminary design period. To be able to do this, it will be
necessary for JPL to assign a design analysis team to each of the contrac-
tors to monitor their work, making appropriate analyses as it is carried on.
The two teams and JPL management would then have acquired enough back-
ground analytical material to be able to make their decision at the end of the
prelirninary design contracts, giving a letter of intent immediately to the
winner, so that he might carry on without delay.
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The products of the preliminary design efforts would by definition be what
was called for in the RFP work statement. Specifically, however, it would
be expected that the following wo,,_d be acce.,,np!ished:
Preliminary Configuration, System and Subsystem Layouts.
Preliminary Subsystem Performance Requirements.
Preliminary Subsystem Specification Requirements.
Systems Analysis of Mission Performance, Based on Proposed Design.
Detailed Development Plan.
2.3.3 Final Design
2.3.3.1 Flyby/Bus
Upon completion of the preliminary design study, systems specifications
will be prepared for the vendors, subcontractors, and internal engineering
groups. These specifications will provide the user with the required per-
formance, environmental design criteria, and weight and dimensional
constraints.
A structural design of the flyby/bus will be started and concurrent with
preparation of the structural design, a mockup of the flyby/bus based
on the preliminary design will begin. The purpose of the mockup will
be to help insure compatibility of the systems with the structural design
Specifically, the mockup will guide the placement and positioning of the
black boxes within the six compartments provided and tankage within the
cylindrical shell. During this phase it will be important to consider both
location of equipment from the view point of satisfying both thermal
balance and center of gravity balance of the flyby/bus. Optical and elec-
tromagnetic sensors such as the TV camera and antennas must be moun-
ted so as to have a clear field of view, based on the look angle require-
ments over the mission. The mockup will be used to establish the wiring
harness layout and determine leads shielding requirements to prevent electrical
interference. Also clearance for and location of plumbing for the pro-
pulsion system, the cruise mode attitude control, and thrust vector
control system will be provided. Separation clearance of the spacecraft
from the booster and lander from the flyby/bus will also be observed.
The design areas will serve as a clearing house to process all design
modifications and to determine their influence on the spacecraft. Final
design layouts will be generated for vehicle fabrication. Specific testa
will be conducted on development hardware units to determine the trans-
missibility of the structure and the resultant dynamic loads on the equip-
ment mounted to the structure. Structural design will be modified so
as to determine and decrease the amplification factor.
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Tests will be conducted to check out the structure with static equLvalent
loads, and tests will be designed to check out the explosively actuated
separation system, gimballed payload platform, and deployab!e _Jo!ar
panel.
The types of tests required during the design development of the flyby/bus
include the following.*
I) Structural test - both static and dynamic.
2) Spacecraft-booster separation system.
S) Mechanical actuation devices.
4) Explosively actuated covers and latches.
Structural test for the flyby/bus will include simultation of static and
dynamic loads during four modes of spacecraft operation. These include:
I) Spacecraft launch configuration - lander on top of the flyby/bus;
gimballed playload platform locked; deployable solar panels latched.
Z) Cruise mode with lander; gimballed payload platform latched;
solar panels extended and locked.
S) Thrusting mode with lander; gimballed payload platform latched;
solar panels extended and locked.
4) Cruise mode without lander; solar panel extended and locked.
a) Gimballed payload platform latched.
h) Gimballed payload platform in tracking mode.
A critical study will determine which of the above modes govern the struc-
tural design with the possible elimination of some.
A one g resonant search of a development hardware unit will be conducted
for the spacecraft in the four modes of operation. This search will enable
the natural frequencies and transmissibility of dynamic loads to the com-
ponents to be identified. The spacecraft will then be structurally detuned
so that the dynamic structural loads do nQt exceed the design criteria
envelope. Transmissibilities will be determined to provide the design
information necessary to detune bracketry and other structural elements
to acceptable transmissibLlity levels, thus assuring that the final design
will not be likely to give rise tothese types of problem.
-19-
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Spacecraft-booster separation will cover the development of a flexible
linear shapp.d charge circumferential severing syste_z-_. Tlds sysLem
will separate the flyby/bus from the booster near the upper end of the
adapter section. Development testing of mechanical actuation devices
will cover the mechanical positioning and deployment of the solar panels
and gimballed payload platform. Also explosively actuated covers
and latches that release the solar panels, and gimballed payload
platform will be developed and tested.
2.3.3.2 Lander
........... r ........................ v .............. mechanical- f_c-
tional subsystem must be performed for all environmental conditions
imposed on the subsystem to ensure compatibility with other subsystems
and foremost to assure high reliability of operation of the particular
subsystem. These tests will be conducted on several candidate sub-
systems in an effort to assure an accurate tradeoff on that subsystem.
All tests will be performed prior to design freeze in that they will in-
fluence the final system selection.
Design layouts shall be generated in order that functional subsystems
can be evaluated for compatibility with related subsystems and to indicate
interface problems with emphasis on size and weight control. Results of
all subsystems and system tests along with full scale model arrange-
ment evaluations will be incorporated in design development layouts and
functional testing.
Finally, aH subsystems will undergo verification tests to prove that de-
sign requirements are satisfied and that high probability of success is
possible. All final design layouts will be based on results of the pre-
vious development tests and design tradeoffs. However, these layouts
will be modified during the verification test program (which follows the
design freeze) in the advent that design changes are indicated.
The following are some of the more pertinent subsystem functional tests
that are anticipated for the development of an Advanced Mariner lander.
1) Drogue chute deployment
Explosive systems associated with the deployment sequence shall
be evaluated in terms of initiation and time, delays. Actuation of
the cover assembly and riser line cover to attachments wiil be
tested under the design environment.
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2) Afterbody _ettisoning
Explosive systems associated with this function system shall be
evaluated by a series of element tests on simulated hardware to
determine size and initiation of the explosive circuit. Final fuU
scale subsystems tests will be conducted to measure cleanness of
release and time fanctlons.
3) Forebody release
In connection with the main chute deployment operation the fore-
body release system will be tested. These tests wil/ incorporate
scale models for development of system release and simulated
models of actual hardware for explosive systems. Required clean-
ness of operations and sizing will he established for final design.
4) Main chute release
Aside from the main chute deployment development (covered under
separate section}, system tests will be conducted simulating the
release of the main chute at landed package impact on the surface
of Mars. Release initiation will be tested and sized with emphasis
on the time delay and cleanness of chute jettisoning.
5) Scientific instrumentation deployment
In addition to the impact attenuator jettison development testing
(covered under separate section) all deployment systems, after
impact, must be tested to determine function operation and to ver-
ify design. Such operations as the scientific instrumentation de-
ployment (sticky string and anemometer) must be evaluated through
tests to determine clearness and accuracy of deployment sequence.
Final sizing of required explosive system will be obtained.
6) 1_iscellaneous
Several other functional tests will be conducted on all operational
subsystems involved with the lander operational sequence (see
Lander volume III section 3.3). Among these are Included, des-
cent payload jettisoning, antenna erection and pressure venting
control.
7) Thermal compatibility
In addition to the above functional test programs other development
tests will be required to substantiate thermal compatibility of func-
tional subsystem interfaces (these are in addition to the structural
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compatibility tests, covered separately). These tests will be in
support nf the final system tests conducted on an actual hardware
assembly and will be conducted on more cf a subsystem element
test program.
2.3.4 Systems Analysis and Control
The discrete nature of the bus and lander vehicles, yet their complete inter-
dependence on one another for a successful mission, augments the necessity
of an effective systems analysis and control activity for the. overall technical
control of the Advanced Mariner program, Typical areas of responsibility
to accomplish this task should include, but not necessarily be limited to,
the following:
l. Trajectory analysis to select the near optimum tradeoff for space-
craft system design operations.
2. Detailed determination and control of flight sequence and command.
3. Establish mission data requirements.
4. Synthesis of basic spacecraft design requirements for purposes of
detailed hardware study and design.
5. Overall system specification preparation and control activities, in-
cluding detailed subsystem specification monitoring for proper interpre-
tation of the overall requirements.
6. Control and assignment of all program specifications, e.g., process,
assembly, handling, shipping, sterilization, etc.
7. Mission planning and coordination.
8. Configuration and subsystem interface contr_l support.
9. Design coordination.
I0. Systems test planning and coordination.
1 I. Flight vehicle test planning and coordination.
12. Coordination with assembly and test operations for purposes of
training and control.
13. Booster vehicle integration control.
14. Booster/spacecraft design interface and test coordination.
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15. Provide spacecraft-oriented command operations liaison and control.
16. Postflight operations and control.
17. Flight information and postflight documentation.
18. Provide launch site logistics, spare parts, and ground support
equipment operations.
One of the more significant systems responsibilities is the preparation of a
factory-to-launch sequence, a plan of handling and test activities which are
required, and which must therefore be considered in the design.
Figure 4 shows a general hardware flow plan from initial assembly to the
spacecraft subsyste_s tLruugll typical significant operation to iaunch. ]_
is intended that clean room facilities or protective packaging will be utilized,
where required from the original manufacture of certain parts through their
assembly into subsystems, throughout certain test operations and operations
at the launch site. Clean room assembly techniques are required for the
lander to assure sterilization by minimizing biological burden before the
therminal heat sterilization.
The plan presented assumes a majority of the spacecraft subsystems are
prepackaged and are adaptable to automatic checl.out procedures to minim-
ize all the checkout tests, but most important, to minimize the launch pad
handling and operations.
2.3.5 Reliabillty
The reliability effort concerns itselfwith monitoring reliability-affecting
elements of the program from design through launch, analyses of the im-
pacts of these elements, and the exercise of control over them to the ex-
tent that reliability can be maintained or improved within other program
constraints. The applicable program elements are indicated on the reliab-
ility program plan shown in figure 5. They are discussed below.
a. Program Planning
A reliability program plan shou/d be compatible with applicable provis-
ions of the NASA Reliability Publication, NPC 250-1, "Reliability Pro-
gram Provisions for Space Systems Contractors. " The tasks of the
reliability program must be time-phased to synchronize with other ac-
tivities and events of the master schedule for the overa!l program. The
critical reliability tasks are program reviews, indoctrination and train-
ing, subcontractor and supplier control, reliability engineering, design
reviews, failure reporting and corrective action, testing and reliability
assessment, and program documentation.
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b. Program Reviews
Reliability program reviews, usually conducted jointly by NASA/JPL
and the contractor, wiii be scheduled at certain points in the Advanced
Mariner program for the purpose of assuring that the reliability agency
is as completely informed as possible. To support these reviews, an
operating system should stimulate standardization and timely information
reporting and provide a single point of access to reliability information.
c. Indoctrination and Training
The training programs for the Advanced Mariner program should aim
at stimulating general reliability awareness and cognizance in reliability
associated aspects of the spacecraft. _ should include mar_gement,
administrative, production, and technical (both in house and field) per-
sonnel. The central theme of reliability training should be motivation
toward high spacecraft reliability and its importance to the success of
the over-aU Advanced Mariner program.
d. Subcontractors and Supplier Control
Because of the severe environment and mission duration and because of
the high spacecraft reliability requirements, control of components and
hardware procured from subcontractors and suppliers is a particularly
important reliability assurance consideration. To achieve the standards
needed, specifications delineating minimum reliability requirements
must be imposed on all Advanced Mariner spacecraft subcontractor and
suppliers. The quantitative reliability requirements on components
will be allocated from the reliability requirements of the overall space-
craft.
e. Reliability Engineering
All design specifications should be reviewed by reliability engineers.
They should be examined to ensure that reliability requirements and
other factors related to the spacecraft design adequacy are properly
defined and duly considered. Revisions to these specifications can be
recommended as necessary. Reliability goals would then be allocated
to the spacecraft systems and components and be stated on the design
specifications as numerical reliability requirements.
To help ensure that an inherently reliable spacecraft is designed, the
reliability organization should assist the design engineers. In the early
stage of the design, parts lists will be made available to designers to
assure that preferred, highly reliable components are selected when
possible. The JPL preferred parts list, Specification No. ZPP-2001-
PPL-D, should be used where possible. Due to heat sterilization con-
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sideration all lander parts and material should be examined for favor-
able high-temperature characteristics. In the absence of supporting
evidence to substantiate the reliability of these and oLhur parts, qual-
ification tests are recommended. Similar methods should be used on
electronic circuits to assure the selection proven, reliable circuits.
The reliability of the spacecraft should be predicted as initial design
data becomes available. As the design becomes more detailed and/or
other meaningful data are received, the prediction should be updated
accordingly. These predicted values are compared to the allocated
reliability goals to indicate potential reliabilit 7 problem areas. These
reliability predictions are also used in planning for test programs and
design tradeoff studies. In addition, failure mode. effects, and criti-
cality analysis can be performed to anticipate the significance of poten-
tial failures and their resulting effect on spacecraft performance.
f. Design Reviews
The principal goals of formal design reviews are as follows:
I. Preliminary reviews - to consider the basic concepts and
techniques, and their compatibility to be employed in the space-
craft design;
Z. Interim reviews - to promote design standardization, and to
examine function and environmental aspects of the design;
3. Final reviews - to conduct a critical analysis of maintainability
features and the hardware interfaces; and to anticipate and resolve
source of reliability degradation in production.
Reliability design reviews should be carried out to evaluate the design.
These reviews can provide a formal means of recognizing deficiencies
in the spacecraft design and initiating design modifications. Design
changes in turn should also be reviewed, analyzed, and approved by the
reliability agency. These reviews can make use of previously described
reliability predictions, failure mode, effects, and criticality analyses,
testing, reliability allocations, and other engineering analyses. Part
of the design review effort should be a parts and material program to
govern the selection, specification, qualification, and application of
parts and materials to be used in the spacecraft. The program should
be conducted by parts and materials specialists, whose responsibilities
should be to (1) assure the selection and qualification of parts which can
be sterilized, when necessary, (2) review parts and materials specifi-
cations to ensure that all mission and premission requirements are
thoroughly considered, and (3) approve parts and materials lists for
-30-
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use by designers of the Advanced Mariner spacecraft. An applications
review will ascertain that each part and materials in the spacecraft de-
s n i_ con_patible ,,,_ ,_ requiren_ent_ of .........
g. Failure Reporting and Corrective Actions
Effective corrective action is necessary to assure the inherently high
reliability of the spacecraft design. Corrective action requests should
be initiated on the basis of (1) failure/malfunction data reported during
tests conducted throughout the program and (2) deficiencies recognized
during design reviews and engineering analyses. These inadequacies
should be examined comprehensively, including a review of failure re-
ports, analysis of failed parts, determination of porblem area severity
(criticality, persistence, and duration), and recommended solutions.
h. Testing and Reliability Assessment
The reliability organization should participate in the planning, specifi-
cation review, and monitoring of all tests. The tests should be planned
so that usable data are obtained for evaluating and verifying the degree
of conformance to spacecraft reliability requirements at system or lower
levels. Test monitoring should ensure that burn-in/debugging tests
have been performed so that the spacecraft will not experience infant
mortality failures during the prelaunch, checkout, and operational mis-
sion phases. Data collected from test may be used to confirm the re-
liability predictions and to substantiate failure mode and criticality an-
alyses conducted earlier in the program. These test results should as-
sure that pre-established reliability goals are being fulfilled in the Ad-
vanced Mariner program.
Reliability and quality assurance controls should be imposed at the
launch site. Handling, installation, and checkout procedures should be
carefully approved and monitored in the field. Any deviation from es-
tablished procedure will thus be prevented.
i. Program Documentation
The reliability effort should be sufficiently documented to provide a'
comprehensive review of program progress. Sufficient documentation
to satisfy this criterion has been accounted for in this plan and is dis-
cussed abov', in program management.
6 _ality Assurance
Assurance and control of quality consists of systematic planning, test-
ing, inspection, and audit activities, the purpose of which is to provide
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confidence that the product will, if properly manufactured, perform satis-
factorily in service.
A quality assurance plan should define in detail the policies, procedures,
and organization to be used throughout the program.
Specifically the plan should include a schedule for preparation of the plans
and test procedures, and define the organization that will be used specifi-
cally for the Advanced Mariner program; it should also identify the test and
inspection procedures to be followed for type approval testing of hardware
at all stages of development and identify the revisions and additions that will
need to be made to the present applicable quality control standards.
The quality assurance plan should include a set of flow charts illustrating
the specialized testing to be performed on components, subassemblies, and
assemblies throughout the program.
For the performance of type approval testing and preacceptance testing of
components, subsystems, and systems, it is necessary to establish the
environmental criteria to he used. The following NASA/JPL documents
might be used as departure points for the definition of environmental cri-
teria and test procedures:
ASO-30275-TST-A Compatibility Test for Planetary Dry Heat
Sterilization Requirements
30Z50B Environmental Specification, Mariner C Flight Equipment
Type Approval Environmental Test Procedures.
30251B Environmental Specification Mariner C Flight Equipment,
Flight Acceptance Environmental Test Procedures and
Preacceptance Test Limits (Assembly Level).
Part of the quality effort should be the establishment of the quality assur-
ance provisions in the detailed specifications for components, structures,
subsystems, and the complete Mariner spacecraft. These would establish
the test requirements for type approval testing, flight acceptance testing,
preacceptance testing, and testing associated with receiving inspection.
These requirements must be in accordance with the type approval, program
plan, and the applicable environmental document.
a. Type Approval Testing
A type approval tests program plan will be required for the Mariner
program. The program plan should list the components, subassemblies,
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and assemblies, the number of samples of each item to be included in
the program, the environmental tests each sample will be subjected to,
and a schedule for performance of the test programs.
For the performance of the type approval testing of components, sub-
assemblies, subsystems, and the complete capsule and bus assembly
as required by.the type approval test plan, a detailed test plan will be
required. The plan should define in detail the test procedures to be
followed, the test equipment to be used, the data to be taken, sample
data sheets as required, and criteria for passing or failing the tests.
The hardware required for the type approval test program would be
delineated in the plan.
b. Vendor Control
Throughout the Advanced Mariner program it .rill be necessary to es-
tablish and maintain in conjunction with the reliability effort, control
of all vendors to assure that a quality product is produced. Potential
vendors should be evaluated and a review conducted to determine if the
vendor has adequate and clean facilities, staff, finances, and quality
procedures to satisfy program requirements.
To control vendor performance, it is necessary to provide adequate
and complete specifications. It should be the responsibility of the qual-
ity assurance organization to guarantee that all specifications given the
suppliers have been adequately reviewed and will, if followed, result
in satisfactory hardware.
The quality control organization should also review all purchase orders
to assure that (a) the vendor is qualified, (b) drawings and specifiactions
referenced are in accordance with the correct configuration, (c) inspec-
tion requirements are defined, and (d) the quality assurance require-
ments to which the vendor must adhere are adequately defined.
c. Acceptance Testing
"Acceptance tests are performed on components and subsystems through-
out-the manufacturing process and establish their acceptability accord-
ing to applicable specifications.
They consist of functional tests, environmental tests, and physical in" -
spection required to demonstrate that the component, subassembly, or
assembly was produced in accordance with specification requirements.
For vendor manufactured components whenever source acceptance is
used, tests should be approved and then witnessed by the prime contractor.
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¢d. Manufacturing Control
During the manufacturing process a quality assurance log should be
prepared for each item of equipment produced. The log should contain
complete information relative to the quality integrity and provide as-
surance that all necessary tests have been completed.
In-process inspection should be utilized for all hardware. Measure-
ments will be taken during manufacturing, data recorded, and com-
pared with acceptance criteria, and any special precautions that must
be observed. A prime example of this is measurement of cleanliness
against clean room performance requirements.
An end item acceptance test plan should be prepared by the quality as-
surance organization for each piece of deliverable hardware. The plan
should define in detail the tests to be performed, the test procedures
to be followed, the test tooling to be used for the performance of tests,
the data to be taken, sample data sheets, and criteria for acceptance or
rejection of the completed article.
.
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g. 4 STERILIZATION
g. 4.1 Introduction
Sterilization for the Advanced Mariner Launcher is discussed herein. The
section examines significant aspects of sterilization techniques, facilities,
proofing, and backup for the techniques, personnel training, operations
monitoring, and impact of sterilization on reliability, quality assurance,
manufacturing, schedules, spare parts, and management control. It should
be emphasized that the primary purpose is not to present new concepts,
nor conclusive support of old ones, but more to examine the implementation
and implications of current opinion. The general conclusion reached is that
sterilization of the lander is practical but not without difficulties; however,
where difficulties are foreseen, backup alternatives exist.
Z. 4. Z Brief Review of Sterilization Techniques
Various possible sterilization techniques offer a varying degree of assurance
of achieving sterility and, in many cases, pose unique system design problems
because of the environments which these techniques impose on the sample to
be sterilized. These techniques include exposure to a sterilizing gas, dipping
in a germicidal bath, exposure to an ionizing radiation flux, and heat cycling.
Sterilization by exposure to ethylene-oxide gas is a possible technique. It has
been shown that with a finite initial microbe population, exposure to ethylene-
oxide for periods of from 8 to 18 hours could reduce the contamination level
to about I0 "4. This technique, however, may not be guaranteed to reach all
possible contaminated surfaces of a capsule payload, and of course could not
penetrate "solids" which contain occluded contaminants. The reliability of
this technique for achieving the required high degree of sterility is question-
able.
Dipping components in a formaldehyde bath is another possible technique,
but since the viscosity of a liquid is higher than that of gas, the same dis-
advantage--that of probably not reaching all surfaces--applies.
Exposure to radiation on Earth or during interplanetary travel is a valid con-
sideration for sterilization. A dose level of 10 7 rad is deemed sufficient to
reduce the contamination level to the desired degree. Because of the inher-
ent shielding provided by a sterilization shroud and the capsule payload
structure, it is extremely unlikely that every interior surface will receive
an exposure of 10 7 tad. If radiation sterilization is to be attempted during
payload assembly, the surface radiation flux would have to be much higher
in order that every interior surface receive a dose level of 10 7 rad. Since
many elastomers, optical devices, solid-state components, and planetary
science instruments may be sensitive to these levels of radiation, radiation
sterilization will probably not be feasible for a Mars capsule payload.
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Maintaining completely sterile conditions during the entire capsule develop-
ment, manufacture, assembly, and test cycles offers another possible
avenue for achieving sterility. Cursory examination of the problems attend-
ant to this sterilization technique offers little hope for success with this
approach.
Heat sterilization then is the only remaining approach. It has been found
that exposure to an initially contaminated specimen to a temperature of 135"C
for 24 hours will, according to the exponential kill curve, reduce the initial
population by a factor of 10 a3. Heat sterilization reaches all surfaces of a
payload package and is effective against micro-organisms occluded in "solids"
as we]].
Z. 4.3 Selected Technique
a. Fundamental Issues
Micro-organism sensitivity to dry heat has been measured in terms of
temperature level and exposure. Current opinion holds that 135°C for
Z4 hours, which provides a I013 factor of organism reduction, wiU
provide the desired confidence level of complete sterility if a low burden
of contamination exists initially. It is also believed that Class I00 clean
room fabrication of the hardware will provide the required low level of
contamination. The desired confidence level of complete sterility has
been expressed as the probability of one viable organism reaching Mars
not exceeding one in 104. To repeat, it is not the purpose of this report
to support or refute the current opinion but to demonstrate procedures
and facilities which can implement this opinion and at the same time
measure its validity. Figure 6 explains clean room classifications.
The recommended procedure is summarized by the following chrono-
logical steps:
1) Component fabrication in any one of the follovi ng procedures:
a} A Class 100 clean environment, or
b) A norms/ environment followed by thorough cleaning, or
c) A normal environment followed by presterilization
Z) Subsystem and lander assembly in a Class I00 clean environment
3) Encapsulation of the lander in a rigid, sealed envelope (can)in a
Class I00 clean environment
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4) Dry heat sterilization of the lander in the can at 135°C for
24 hours
5) Acceptance testing, handling, and bus installation with the lander
still sealed in the can until ejection enroute to the planet.
The feasibility of this procedure hinges on several fundamental issues,
some of which may be resolved here and some by later experimental
evaluation. These fundamental issues are as follows:
I) Are all components amenable to heat sterilization?
2) Can the spacecraft and all its components be manufactured
entirely in a Class i00 clean environment?
3) Will Class 100 clean manufacturing provide the necessary low
burden of contamination?
4) Is the Class I00 clean manufacturing requirement an unneces-
.sary embellishment and, if so, what procedures will be sufficient?
On the question of component heat sensitivity, a component-by-component
survey of vendor sources yields high confidence that terminal steriliza-
tion will be feasible but that additional experimental verification is re-
quired for several cases.
A sterilizable solid-rocket propellant has been demonstrated by the
Thiokol Chemical Company, andnow the assembled rocket must be de°
rnonstrated. Tests of NiCd batteries by NASA/Goddard has shown
feasibility with reasonable performance degradation, but additional
performance data may be necessarcy.
On the question of the feasibility of manufacturing components in a
Class 100 clean environment the answer for many components is ira°
practical rather than infeasible because of cost and schedule limitations;
however, alternatives exist which are more attractive, such as cleaning
or presterilization after manufacturing in a normal "dirty" environment.
Assembly of the subsystems and capsules in the clean environment is
practical.
On the question Of Class I00 clean manufacturing providing a sufficiently
low burden of micro-organisms, the answer is unknown, and extensive
testing will be required. This testing can be accomplished as part of
the test program recommended for certifying the sterilization procedures
and facility. This testing will also answer- the final question. Biological
burden counts will indicate whether Class I00 clean manufacturing is an
unnec e ss ary embellishment.
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More detailed discussions of the above considerations are provided
later in this section.
b. Clean Room and Sterilization Facility
The facility is ultimately visualized as two buildings - one within the
other. The exterior building for environmental protection consists of
approximately 16, 800 ft Z and the internal building of approximately
1Z, 000 ft 2 having areas designated for the following functions:
l) Receiving and acceptance room (class 10,000 area) (see f:lgure
6) in which received goods are unpacked, grossly cleaned, and
tested for compliance with specifications.
2) Clean-up and packaging room (class 10,000 area) in which
accepted hardware undergoes a more elaborate clean-up procedure
and ultimate packaging into certified sterile polyethylene bags to
be heat-sealed before storage. Articles will be bagged under hoods
of class 100 characteristics.
3) Storage room (class I0,000 area) for storage of components
while awaiting receipt of all items necessary to complete sub-
assemblies and final assemblies.
4) Major assembly room (class I00 area), a large area of approxi-
mately 3600 ft 2 in which lander will be assembled. As many as
four landers may be in process of assembly at one time.
5) Hardware monitor room devoted to equipment used for monitor-
ing the cleanliness and biological status of assembly facility, effici-
ency of cleaning operations, and physical and biological results of
all sterilization processes.
6) Personnel lockers and changing rooms adequately designed to
permit efficient flow and suitable preparation of personnel while
maintaining adequate safeguards to minimize contamination in the
work areas.
7) Ground support equipment room to house all necessary elec-
tronic and test mechanical apparatus associated with spacecraft
check-out and an isolation corridor protruding into the assembly
area to permit test equipment acces_ to any of several spacecraft
being assembled. Sealed plug-in leads wiU permit attachment of
test equipment to the craft without endangering cleanliness of the
as sembly area.
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8) Dry-heat oven (20 by 20 by 20 feet), to heat the spacecraft
to a temperature of 135"C for 24 hours. The control timer will
•.,t,.t.d by ........ i,. *_- c_'_--r n= attached to __arne
point within the lander. If the chamber temperature is used as
a guide, suitable heat lag data will be required to assure that
the entire load has been at the proper temperature for the full
24 hours. If an internal measurement is used, the reading will
be read out through cables.
In addition to the facility described above, an additional oven such as
described above in paragraph eight, should be available at the
launch site as weLl as at the prime contractor plant.
c. Certification and Monitoring ol Procedures and Facility
Certification of procedures and the facility will proceed in three major
phases: (1) pilot plant operation, (2) preliminary production plant
evaluation, and (3) final production plant evaluation. The pilot plant
operation will consist of a simulation of full-scale production using
dummy hardware and a prototype sterilization facility composed of
a few small isolators, a gas sterilizer, a dry heat sterilizer, and
associated equipment in limited quantities. The preliminary evalua-
tion of the production facility will employ dummy hardware and a few
prototype subsystems, if available, to check the complete production
plant. The final evaluation will utilize full-scale manufacture of the
sterilization assay prototype to provide fina_ judgment.
The evaluation in each of these phases will consist essentially of
measurement of the biological burden of the hardware, equipment,
and rooms during various phases of the manufacturing cycle. Burden
in the rooms would be measured by using membrane filter monitors
in the air conditioning systems, settling plates for biological fallout
in the atmosphere, Royco-type analyzer for atmosphere particle
count (nonbiological), and swabbing of various suxfaces, followed by
culturing. Burden in equipment such as isolators would be measured
with membrane filter monitors in the air inlet and exhaust, settling
plates, and swabbing of interior surfaces. Burden in the dummy
hardware and assay prototype would be determined by disassembling
the hardware down to its smallest elements, fragmentation of the
elements into pieces or powder, and blending the particles to get a
homogeneous distribution and then plate counting.
Mixing of the particles will be separated by elements or a group of
elements comprising a single component in order to obtain statistical
data at the component or element level. For some elements, frag-
mentation may be unnecessary, and surface swabbing may be adequate,
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or if the element is small in size, it may be immersed in a nutrient
broth, an aliquot taken, and then plate counted. These techniques will
apply, however, only to elements which are homogeneous and free of
internal org_ni_____,_= For in_tance_ metal parts such as bolts: rivets..
wire, sheets, and bars will be free of internally trapped organisms
because of the high temperature atwhich the metal is produced. Certain
plastics are formed at low temperatures, and it is possible for viable
organisms to be encapsulated in the interior of the plastic. In this
case, it will be necessary to grind the plastic into a powder for proper
sampling and assay.
Plate counting of the fragments and powder samples will be accom-
plished with a dilution technique, particularly for assays prior to
sterilization. This is a frequently used technique which consists of
successive quantitative dilutions of the sample in sterile water or
nutrient broth until the quantity of organisms is reduced to levels small
enough to permit counting on a plate culture. The initial sample is
suspended in sterile water (or nutrient) and thoroughly mixed. One rn]
of the suspension is then added to 99 rnl of sterile water, and so on.
One-rnl samples are then taken from each successive dilution and
mixed with nutrient in petri plates. The 1 -ml sample from the fifth
dilution will represent a I0 I0 factor of dilution and fifty colonies
growing on this plate wiU indicate that the original sample contained
50 x I0 I0 organisms. Additional details on microbiological monitoring
and culturing are discussed in paragraph 2.4. 5.
The hardware assays must be conducted in a cornpletely sterile chamber
using sterile tools for disassembly and fragmentation. Sterile glove
box isolators will be required. Extreme care must he exercised to
prevent Contamination of one component by another which would lead
to false evidence as to the real origin of the contamination. The
operator must learn to sterilize his gloved hands and tools after touch-
ing one component and before touching another. Efficient and exact
procedures must be formulated, and the operators trained by practice
on unsterilized prototypes to follow procedures precisely. Since this
is a critical operation requiring unusual precision, it is recommended
that redundant assays be made by sources external to the capsule con-
tractor and experienced in sterile operations.
Monitoring of procedures during the production of flight hardware would
utilize most of the techniques described in the certification described
above. The checks would be made at re'gular prescribed periods at
various stages in the manufacturing cycle. Destructive assays of one
complete flight unit will be made. Also subassemblies would be
periodically assayed. Monitoring data would be methodically catalogued
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and reviewedby a sterilization control board (see below) prior to its
certification of the sterility of each flight unit. These records would
be available to NASA and should prove valuable in establishing steriliza-
tion specifications for future programs,
d. Organization and Management
Assuring the sterility of a lander which is required to perform as
difficult a mission as the Advanced Mariner lander poses unique man-
agement problems.
Sterility requirements must be established for all phases of component
procurement, manufacture, assembly, and test. Th_se sterility re-
quirements must be continuously monitored, and then the final product
•ee,_cf 1.-,,_ _a_f._¢._..1 T--_I^_^_-_--:_-- _." .1-_ __-__:'l:.. ....... : ..... . .1
is functional as well as legislative.
Since the sterility requirement can in no way be relaxed or compro-
mised, regardless of schedule pressure, and so forth, it would appear
wise to provide relief from such possible pressures. This may be
accomplished by creating a Sterilization Control Board empowered to
implement sterility requirements, which reports only to the project
director. This Sterilization Control Board (SCB), which would be
the legislative body for carrying out the sterility mandate, should be
composed of senior personnel from Engineering, Quality Assurance,
Manufacturing, and Biological Sciences. This group would determine
the disposition of any conflicts regarding sterility or alleged breaches
thereof, forwarding their recommendations to the cognizant manager.
It would also serve as the prime liaison channel with the NASA sterili-
zation control officer. The functional aspects of the BoardVs respon-
sibilities--writing sterilization requirements into the specifications,
preparing procedures, monitoring of techniques and of equipment
utilized--would be carried out by the Sterilization Control Group (SCG),
which would, of course, report to the Board. This special group of
technicians, graduates of the Sterilization Training Program, would
be composed of personnel possessing previous experience in the various
phases of vehicle development. The day-to-day efforts of this group
would provide statistical justification for the sterilization plan and the
as sembly facility.
e. Personnel Training Program
It is the purpose of this training prograx_n to impart basic and applied
information and skills concerning clean room assembly and steriliza-
tion techniques. An additional goal is to make the personnel con-
tamination conscious. Personnel can he trained by means of a two-fold
I -42-
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program which includes a formal workshop course (one week) and an
'ton-the-job" training program.
The workshop course consists of the following:
1) Basic bacteriology cou..rs...e and workshop
A brief introductiory prograln designed to acquaint members with
identification, habits, size, growth characteristics, and trans-
mission of micro-organisms.
2) Basic clean room course and workshop
Designed to acquaint personnel with existing state-of-the-art
developments concerning cleanliness based upon particle size.
3) As.ept, ic ,procedures course and workshop..
Designed primarily for those people actually performing assembly
to assay their ability to work under the restrictions imposed by the
high degree of cleanliness required during assembly operations.
This includes work with partial closures, typical clean room
benches, and isolator systems.
4) Isolator operations workshops
Designed to familiarize personnel with particular problems and to
evaluate their ability to work within barrier systems.
5) Monitor system course and demonstration
To be used to acqua_int all personnel, and particularly supervisors.
with the technique used to monitor clean and aseptic operations.
Personnel concerned directly with the c:_an assembly can be further
trained as they continue to work with the facility. Professional level
supervision and instruction may be given as the personnel "check out"
the facility and while actual assembly of the lander is underway.
The individuals attending the course consist of an appropriate mix of
professional, supervisory, and technical contributor level personnel.
Individuals should be selected on the basis of motivation, manual
dexterity, intelligence, and their ability'to methodically follow through
an operation. Individuals who are selected and" successfully complete
the program may receive suitable recognition, thus increasing their
motivation and giving them an "esprit de corps." Such recognition
would increase the impact of their training and help reduce the human
error factor. The initial group of individuals being trained can serve
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as a "cadre" to train other personnel. These people should be selected
from the different groups involved in the program--Manufacturing.
Engineering. Quality Control, and others.
2, 4.2 _Related _ffect_m
a. Manufacturing of Components
It is judged thai assembly of the major subsystems and the vehicle
itself is entirely practical in the Class 100 clean environment. Manu-
facturing of many of the components in a clean environment is not
practical, however, principally because they are mass produced. The
tooling and facilities involved are usually extensive and costly. The
cost of incorporating all or part of this equipment into a clean facility
for a relatively short production run would be unacceptable. In addition,
two more attractive altermatives are possible: normal manufacturing
followed by either thorough cleaning or presterilization. As a typical
example, consider mechanical hardware such as bolts, screws, rivets,
nuts, wire, sheet, bar stock, and so forth. It is patently obvious that
it would be far more practical to clean such material by dipping or
wiping following conventional manufacturing than to install a screw
factory or rolling mid in a clean room. A similar argument can be
made for many electronic components. Certain electronic components,
however, have enclosed interiors, possibly dirty, and are not amenable
to liquid cleaning. For instance, wire windings in transformers,
motors, coils, and so forth, restrict access of liquid cleaners to inner
windings which may not be particularly clean. Ultrasonic cleaning is one
possibility, or presterilization by gas or dry heat may be necessary.
Presterilization does not imply that subsequent handling must be
sterile, just aseptic, since the prime objective is to reduce the bio-
logical burden in inaccessible interiors.
Cleaning or presterilization of "dirty" components should obviously
be performed by the prime contractor or, in the case of subassemblies,
by the subcontractor. Both the contractor and subcontractor wLll have
the facility for presterilizing, cleaning, and subsequent aseptic handling.
Many electronic components such as transistors, diodes, and integrated
circuits are presently being manufactured in clean rooms for reliability
purposes. These components will probably be amenable to clean pro-
curement, but present manufacturing, packaging, and delivery pro-
cedures wiU require close examination to ensure that standards for
this application are satisfied.
Certain raw materials which are produced at low temperatures and in
a manner that viable organisms might be encapsulated in the interior
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of the material introduce a special problem. Some plastics are formed
at temperatures less than those required to kill biological organisms.
and encapsulation of excessive burdens is possible. This possibility
should be checked experimentally by grinding typical samples and
making a burden count as described in the section nn certificmtion ¢_
the facility. If a problem exists, several solutions are feasible; e.g..
employ only plastics formed at temperatures much higher than sterili-
zation temperatures or presterilize the low temperature plastics ifthey
can withstand t_ese temperatures. Metals are not a problem since
they are formed at high temperatures.
Bonding of materials may have similar problems of microorganism en-
capsulation. For example, bonding of Teflon to aluminum employs a
silicone base adhesive cured at 160OF. This temperature is less than
sterilization values, and organisms on the bonded surfaces would
survive and be inaccessible to surface cleaning or surface sterilization.
This is not an area of great concern, however, because the surface must
be thoroughly cleaned (sometimes quite strongly by acid etching) to
facilitate strong bonding. Again, presterilization by heat would be the
solution provided that the bond can withstand the temperature.
b. Heat Sterilizable Parts List
A survey has been conducted to determine the availability of typical
heat sterilizable components and those which are manufactured in clean
environments or are amenable to cleaning after manufacture. The
allowable ambient storage temperature ranges for these components
(taMe Z) indicates that littledifficulty can be expected in locating most
of the components which will meet both design and heat sterilization
requirements.
I) Solid- State Components
Some components such as silicon transistors, rectifiers, and inte-
grated circuits are presently manufactured in clean environments
and are easily adaptable to Class I00 requirements. Of these, inte-
grated circuits are ideally suitable for a sterilizable subsystem
design in that they replace conventional subassemblies such as flip-
flops, containing several resistors, transistors, and diodes with
a single component manufactured in a clean environment. These
components are hermetically sealed and capable of being sterilized.
2) Transmitter
Since integrated Circuits are not generally available for RF applica-
tions, the S-band transmitter would be a solid-state design usin E
conventional components. Silicon transistors and diodes are given
at 200"C soak for 160 hours as a matter of ccaarse to ensure reliao
bility. There should be no problem obtaining suitable components
for the transmitter.
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TYPICAL HEAT STERILIZABLE COMPONENTS
Component
Silicon Transistors (all
types)
Silicon Rectifiers (all
t_es)
Resistors (metal film)
Capacitors (glass)
Capacitors (ceramic)
Capacitors (tantalum)
Amplitron
Wire (Teflon insulated)
Nonoperating
Temperature
Range ( ° C)
-65 to 200
-65 to 200
- 55 to 190
- 55 to 200
-55 to 150
- 55 to 200
to 200
-90 to 200
GE
GE
Source
Ohmite
Coming
Vitramon
Mallory
Raytheon
Super-Temp.
Comment
Hermetically
sealed
He r metic _-1!7
sealed
He r metic ally
sealed
Hermetically
sealed
Sealed
Hermetically
sealed
For transmitter
May not be
Class 100 clean
Connectors (MS)
Connectors
(al1"req'd. types and
headers)
Air-Cored Tank Coils
Transformers
(Mil T-27A group U)
to +500
(some types)
-200 to 425
to 200
- 55 to 200
Cannon
Physical
Sciences
Corp.
Illumitronic
Eng. Corp..
Freed, GE
Hermetically
sealed
HermeticaUy
sealed
Hermetically
sealed
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i.
f
Component
RF choke s
Pressure Transducers
Adhe sive s
Batter)-
Accelerorneter
Lander Heat Shield
Lander Structure
Lander Aft Cover
Bonding Agent
Sterilization Canister
!
I Nonope ratingTemperatureRange (°C)
-55 to 180
- 55 to 150
to 200
to 145
-65 to 150
-65 to 200
-65 to 300
-65 to 200
-65 to 200
-65 to 300
Source
Jeffers
CaddeU-Burns
Bourns, Inc.
Dow Corning
SonoLone
Donner / Bell
Avco
Avco
Avco
Dow Coming
Avco
Comment
Sealed
Hermetically
sealed
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3) Power Amplifier
The power amplifier would use an amplitron in its output stage
since the outout vower reouir_d i= i,, th. _.r _ on ..,_+° A---I;
trons are available which operate at temperatures exceeding the
heat sterilization temperatures. As with ".he transmitter, no
problems will be encountered in obtaining suitable components for
the power amplifier.
4) Power Supply
The power supply, a DC-to-DC converter and regulator, can be a
solid-state design. The transformer used in the converter is most
likely not manufactured Class 100 clean; however, there is no
problem in obtaining a sterilizable design which can he heat-cycled
many times to temperatures above 200°C.
5) Battery
The battery used is a nickel-cadmium type which is hermetically
sealed and can be heat-sterilized. This type of battery is the only
one presently available which can survive the heat sterilization
cycle. The battery suffers a loss of no more than I0 percent of
its rated ampere-hour capacity after sterilization. This component
is not normally assembled in a Class I00 clean environment.
Additional statistical data on performance degradation may be
de sir able.
6) Accelerometer
Accelerometers are available (e.g., DonnerWs, )which can be made
sterilizable by moderate modifications. Bell Aerospace has an
accelerometer that is sterilizable without modification. The unit
under consideration is a closed-loop, force-balance servo type.
7) Lander
The entire unit can be manufactured to be heat resistant. Structural
components, such as heat shield, internal structure, bonding agent,
and afterbody should pose no design problems as regards heat
sterilization.
8) Propulsion
Results of a test program to locate a solid propellant capable of
withstanding dry heat sterilization are presented in table 3. The
type approval specification of 145"C cycled for three times at 36
hours each was used as the environment for the tests• The results
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TABLE 3
PROPELLANT STEPJ.L-!ZAT!ON TF_.STS
(145"C for 108 Hours (Three 36-hour cycles))
Propellant
System
PBAA
PRAN
Polyurethane
Double-ba se
Pla sti sol s
Poly sulfide s
PBAA TP-H- 3105
(New propellant,
no aluminum)
l_hy sical Prop.
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Stress, psi
Strain, in/in
Modulus, psi
Note 1 :
Note 2:
Note 3:
Marginal at 2000F for 72 hours
Unsatisfactory at 200"F
No appreciable change
Control
43
O. 33
268
53
0.61
145
169
0.14
2300
454
O. 58
- 1180
140
I. 79
629
320
0.45
132
O. 27
9O9
Physical Properties
(JANAF) After Exposure
at 145"C for Three
36-Hour Periods
25
0.25
207
155
0. 48
1177
69
0. 266
692
Note I
251
0. 07
4155
Note 2
Note 3
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showed extensive changes to the physical characteristics of" the
propellants except for Thiokol TP -H-3105, which performed
satisfactorily. The next step is to measure the sterilizability of a
complete engine with this propellant installed.
c. Reliability
A serious technical problem concerns the effect of sterilizing heat
cycles on the reliability of a spacecraft system. The seriousness of
the problem is directly associated with the lack of concrete information
available on the subject. However, from the limited data on hand. there
is an indication that some degradation occurs in the reliability of cer-
tain components subjected to heat sterilization, l, 2 In some instances.
a number of critical spacecraft components have been seriously affected
---'_ ........... m ................. E" ...........
primary emphasis of the reliability effort should be to assure that a
highly reliable design incorporating only heat sterilizable parts is
developed which can withstand the rigors of heat sterilization. Thus
a reliability organization should take necessary measures to uphold
reliability requirements throughout the sterilization process, while
attempting to ascertain the effects of heat sterilization on reliability.
I) Parts and IV[aterials Selection
Since it has been determined that most spacecraft components now
in use will survive heat cycling, steps can be taken to assure the
selection of parts and materials which can be completely sterilized
without causing adverse effects on reliability. Component specifi-
cations to vendors should reflect this heat-resistant requirement.
Vendors may be requested to submit, together with components
lists, a description of the ability of these components to withstand
sterilization without degradation to their reliability.
Vendors can be required to provide any existing information related
to these questions as part of their contractual obligations. Further-
more, the vendors can be required to establish similar require-
ments on their suppliers.
components for which sterilization-reliability effects are not suffi-
ciently substantiated by pertinent data can be subjected to qualifica-
tion tests, consisting of subjecting representative samples of these
components (quantities to be determined during the program) to a
thermal environment of 145°C for 36 hours, cycled three times.
I Hobby,G. L., A Review of Space Research, National Academy of Science, National Research Council, Review of the
NASA/JPL Spacecraft Sterilization Program,Publication No. 1079, Appendix Ill 9 (1962).
2Jaffe, L. D., Sterilization of UnmannedPlanetary and LunarSpace Vehicles - An Engineegln8 Examination, Technical
Report No. 52-325 (Rev.), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,California Institute c_ Technology, (March1963) (DEP No. 547.00.
00.00-E4-02).
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The same samples can then be placed on a life test which is com-
mensurate with the operating lifetime (and stresses) of the compo-
nents during capsule experimentations.
2) Parts location and heat flow
Another key factor in the design of an inherently reliable lander
is that of parts location, particularly electronic components and
heat flow. " Along these lines, a structurally flexible mockup of
the capsule can be built to permit experimentation in the location
of parts and heating bath. Parts should be located so that less heat-
resistant components will receive the lowest values during tem-
perature buildup in final heat sterilization. Special heaters may
have to be used inside the flotation sphere.
3) Reliability design reviews
The reliability design review includes as check list items the
sterilization-reliability factors discussed previously. The design
review can be used to evaluate the capsule design critically from
a reliability viewpoint. Design improvements can be initiated to
alleviate potential reliability problems induced by the sterilization
process. The reliability organization will follow up all action recom-
mended at the design review.
d. Spare Parts Program
One of the most significant aspects of the sterilization requirements
insofar as the spare parts program is concerned is its impact on the
sparing level maintained at the launch site. The sparing level at the
launch site must be the complete lander-container assembly. In the
event of component malfunction at the site the spare part replacement
is the complete vehicle iteself.
Sparing at the next lowest level, which is subsystem replacement, will
require unsealing of the sterilization container which will violate lander
sterility. The system must, therefore, be capable of withstanding an
additional cycle of sterilization. Unless a redundant sterilization
facility is available at the launch site, the repairs and resterilization
must be done back at the contractorls factory. The delays involved
in all of this may be critical, considering launch window restrictions.
It is planned for Advanced Mariner, however, to have a separate sterili-
zation oven at the launch site.
Another important implication is the limit on the number of resterili-
zation cycles and its effect on spare parts needed in the production
line. If a flight unit fails acceptance tests after sterilization, it must
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be scrapped if only one sterilization cycle is permitted or repaired and
resterilized if two cycles are permitted. If it fails a second time, it
............ _,_.. _,,_, ov ,v,_,,. _,e question is how many production
units must be started to ensure delivery of the desired number of flight
unite. This number can be minimized by testing as thoroughly as pos-
sible before sterilizing. Failure after sterilization will then be due
primarily to the effect of the sterilization environment. Predictions
for this attrition are not available at this time but a parametric approach
in which various attrition rates are assumed yields some interesting
results. For Advanced Mariner an attrition, factor of ten percent has
been used.
e. Quality Assurance Program
procedures normally associated with aerospace programs. This
variation is primarily- due to the fact that an environmental test labora-
tory is not an aseptic environment, and it would be difficult and expen-
sive to make it such. Thus environmental testing of flight equipment at
assembly levels lower then the complete system of capsule and sterili-
zation container is not practical. Such testing can be performed on
representative samples of equipments as required.
l) Type-approval test program
The type-approval test program is utilized to demonstrate that the
lander sterilization shield assembly will perform satisfactorily
throughout the mission cycle from factory to landing on Mars. To
accomplish this, representative production hardware can be sub-
jected to a series of environmental tests representing the environ-
ments that the assembly will experience throughout its mission.
The type-approval hardware should be assembled in the clean room.
In this manner, itwill be possible for the program to demonstrate
that personnel can reliably perform the necessary assembly opera-
tions under clean room conditions. After the hardware has been
assembled, no attempt is made to maintain itin an aseptic condi-
tion. As part of the type-approval program, all hardware is sub-
jected to a compatibility test of three heat cycles of 145°C for 36
hours each. :
This test is performed to demonstrate that the similar flight hard-
ware will survive the actual sterilization heat cycle of 135"C for a
24-hour period and operate thereafter reliably. Upon completion
of the test, the hardware is subjected to functional tests to demon-
strate that no deleterious effects resulted from exposure to the
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heat cycles. The remainder of the environmental tests are the
standard environmental tests associated with aerospace equipments.
Since Lhe type-approval testing ;o not performed under aseptic con-
ditions, it is not foreseen that hardware sterility requirements
present any insurmountable problems regarding the quality test
program.
2) Test of flight hardware
The test of flight hardware is somewhat complicated by the sterili-
zation requirements. Components, subassemblies, and assemblies
to be used for flight articles cannot be subjected to environmental
tests after they have been cleaned and still maintain their aseptic
condition. Thus it is not obvious that any PET testing can be per-
formed on flight equipments e_cept _t the system. !evel --_ith the
capsule inside its sterilization shroud.
The required environmental testing of assemblies, subassemblies,
and components can be performed on a sampling basis, with the
selection of such samples made at random from the aseptic produc-
tion line, After the performance of such tests, these items cannot
be reintroduced into the assembly line of night hardware unless they
can be cleaned of accumulated burden. Quality assurance test pro-
cedures (QATPWs) control the.testing associated with production; a
separate O.ATP can be prepared for each functional test and sampling
environmental test as required throughout the production cycle.
Quality control planning procedures (QCPP's) control the assembly
and in-process inspections, Both the QATP's and QCPP's have
provisions for maintenance of aseptic conditions as required and
provide for signoff by the Sterilization Control Group personnel as
proof that the specific aseptic handling techniques have been ob-
served, The requirement to maintain a minimum biologlcal burden
for all hardware makes it necessary to subject some component and
piece parts to chemical and/or heat cycles prior to their use in hig/ler
assemblies (presterilization). This requirement can be delineated
in the applicable detail specification and a O_TP or QCPP prepared
outlining the sterilization procedures to be followed.
3) End-ltem acceptance test plan
The acceptance o£ the sterile capsule assembly involves flight ac-
ceptance tests consisting of functional and environmental testing.
The functional testing is performed _o demonstrate that the assem-
bly meets all the requirements of the detailspecification. Environ-
mental tests are performed on the complete assembly at qualification
levels.
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tAs a minimum, the environmental tests consist of handling shock,
powered-flight vibration, staging and ignition shock, humidity,
temperature (equipment operating), altitude, and a pressure seal
test (sterilization canister).
If a failure occurs during the testing, it will be necessary to com-
p!etely disassemble the assembly under aseptic conditions. Since
the external surface of the sterilization canister is not aseptically
clean, it w_ll be necessary before disassembly to surface sterillze
the canister.,
f. Schedule
The prime question here is whether the desired sterilization program
is con_patible with the _chedule available for the Advanced Mariner
program.
As near as can be determined, the program will match the available
schedule but should be considered a long lead item. A careful review
of the lander design indicates that the assembly of the subsystems
into the lander and the lander in the sterilization canister should be
accomplished without too much difficulty.
Bench and system testing can be accomplished with the test equipment
located outside the isolator and with air-tight signal and power leads
connected to the capsule hardware inside the isolators. A combination
of switching circuits and an adequate number of test leads will facilitate
complete cycling of the test from exterior controls. Interior opera-
tions would then be reduced to connecting and disconnecting the test
leads.
A major milestone schedule for the sterilization program is shown in
figure 31.
The sterilization facility acquisition times indicated thereon are rea-
sonable, but just allow for the system test units to be fabricated in the
clean room. Acquiring the facility at this rate also means that sterili-
zation planning must be done by both the contractors competing for the
program during the preliminary design phase. This schedule may be
slipped up to a year and not effect the assembly of flight hardware, but
will degrade the quality of system test results, and deny experience
to the assembly teams, as a result of assembling test hardware under
conditions, and in a location different from the flight hardware.
Z. 4. 5 Discussion of Basic Microbiology as Applied to the Advanced
Mariner Lander
a. Monitoring of Microorganisms
Samples of the organisms will be obtained from membrane filter moni-
tors, settling plates, swab tests, and from air impaction devices. The
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samples will be taken from the glove boxes used in assembly of the
capsule and the storage of components and subassemblies. The sub-
assembly and components will be monitored and sampled for micro-
organisms. Cultural conditions and media to be used in the primary
evaluation techniques follow. For the aerobic bacteria, Eugonagar
(BBL) will be used. For the anaerobic b_cteria Eugonagar (BBL) and/
or thioglycollate medium, Brewer's modification will be used. The
Eugonagar and the thioglycollate medium will be used under anaerobic
conditions. Incubation temperatures will be room temperature, 37"C,
and 50" C to 55" C for the thermophilic organisms, Cultures will be in-
cubated for up to one week before they are considered to be negative.
For the culture of yeasts and molds, h/iycophil (BBL} and/or Sabouraud's
agar will be used. Incubation temperatures for the yeasts and molds
will be room temperature and 37"C. No culture will be considered
_ ...... ,_I _¢,o. one .._,_ of _ncu_ation. Where pertinent, counts
will be made directly from the membrane filters and settling plates.
The counts from the membrane filters will be reported as colonies per
given volume of air sampled and the settling plates will be reported as
colonies per unit area of media per unit of time. The other techniques
for colony counting will be described in section C of this addendum.
b. Identification of the Iselated Microorganisms
Primary isolates will be subcultured onto slants of Eugonagar, theo-
glycollate medium, Mycophil, or Sabouraud's medium as required.
Observations of colonial morphology, and pigmentation will be made
on the plates from which the primary isolates are taken. Observation
of the characteristic growth on slants wil| be made on the subcultures
of the primary isolates. Smears of the isolates will be made, gram-
stained, and also spore-stained. Size, shape, arrangement, and gram
characteristic of the vegetative cells will be reported, and the presence
of spores, their location and size will also be reported.
1) Bacteria and actinomycetes
From the information obtained as regards colonial morphology,
growth on a slant, pigment production, cell slze, shape, arrange-
ment, gram characteristics, spores, etc., the organisms might
be divided into the following categories of the most probable organ-
isms to be encountered.
a) Gram positive, spore formers if rods {single cells and
chains) could be considered mefl_bers of genus Bacillus.
b) Gram positive cocci in singles, pairs, and chains could
be considered member of the genus Streptococcus.
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c) Gram positive cocci, if cocci in clusters could be con-
sidered members of the genus Staphylacoccus or Micrococcus.
d) Gr_._._positive cnccl in packets or sheets could be con-
sidered members of the genus Gaffkya or Sarcina.
e) Gram positive, rods, spore formers, anaerobic, could
be considered members of the genus Clostridium.
f) Gram negative, nonspore forming rods could be members
of the following genera: Escherichai, Aerobater, Proteus,
Pseudomonas, and Paracolon.
The gram negative nonspore-forming rods shall be subcultured on
to TSI '_ • sugI,. *FJ._: -_,r iror_ agar B B r _ ._._.:^_....:11 _:._ :- +__
in which genus to place the organisms; further testing will be done
if necessary. From the literature it is suspectedthat the main
body of organisms isolated will fall into the genera Bacillus, Pseudo-
monas, Proteus, and perhaps the Coli_orms. Further testing as
motility, nitrate reduction, gelatin, I_V(1) C, potato plug, fermenta-
tions, and so forth, shall be carried out as the need arises.
Z) Yeasts and molds
From the information obtained regarding colonial morphology, pig-
ment production, and morphology of the organism (e. g., type of
spores, condiophores, sporangia, rhizoids, and so forth), pre-
liminary decisions could be made as to genus. For further infor-
mation, subcultures could be made on to corn meal agar, CHlamy-
dosporeagar, Czapek Dox agar, and so forth•
c. Counting or Enumeration of the Microorganisms
Counts of the microorganisms will be made in various manners. Com-
ponents wiU be reported as the number of organisms per component.
Swabs wiU be reported as the number of organisms per unit area swabbed.
Air samples will be reported as the number of organisr_s per unit air
volume sampled. Settling plates will be reported as the number of or-
ganisms per uuit area of medium per unit time. The assembled capsule
which is to be monitored will be reported as the number of organisms
per capsule.
Actual counting procedures for viable organisms wiU be performed by
dilution plate count technique and/or M. P.N. (most probable numbers)
technique. The plate counting and most probable numbers techniques
will be accomplished using the suitable media and temperature ranges.
The plating and most probable numbers procedures will be that cited
in the Standard Methods o_ the American Public Health Association and
American Water Works Association.
|
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Z. 5 SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Z. 5. 1 Introduction
This section of the development plan covers make-or-buy decision making.
bus and lander subsystem development programs, ground support equip-
ment, and subsystem problem areas.
When the final design activity has reached the point where final subsystem
requirements are available it is possible to initiate the several required
subsystem development programs. Some of these are going to involve
procurement outside the prime contractor. Therefore, at the time these
programs are initiated, the necessary make-or-buy decisionmust be made.
While the discussion of sub_ystcm d_velopr,-,ent pi_og_axns herein
differentiate between prime and subcontractor efforts, the make-or-buy
decision process is discussed here because of appropriate chronology.
Since ground support equipment must first be available at a subsystem
level, particularly in the case of electrical GSE, this discussion is in-
cluded here. It is not restricted to subsystem considerations, however.
and covers system requirements as well
Subsystem problem areas are discussed last and cover aU the areas con-
tained in the section.
2.5.2 Make-or-Buy Decisions
Contractual make-or-buy decisions should be made by a committee which
would include the follow,_'ng representation: Design Engineering, Manufacturing,
Materials Control Department, and Information and Control Systems. The
make-or-buy committee acts in essentiaUy the following manner. At the
time of release of the preliminary component or subsystem requirements
specifications, the committee will review and recommend a program to be
followed. The following criteria should be considered in this analysis:
costs, equipment requirements, past experience, capacity and capability,
quality and reliability requirements, facilities, and transportation.
After analysis by the committee, a make-or-buy recommendation should
be made, identifying the following:
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I. The contract number.
2. The data of preparation.
3. The part number and IIS coding.
4. The part name.
5. The recommendation of make-or-buy.
6. The name and location of possible sources.
7. The unit cost estimate.
8. l'-n e quantity.
9. The total cost per end item.
I0. The special tooling requirement and cost.
I I. The lead time.
12. Whether Government-owned facilities will be used.
13. Whether additional facilities are required.
. .
14. The reason for the decision.
Enough information is then available to release RFQ's to possible sources,
based on the available design and subsystem requirements information.
Very often in a business where the state-of-art is being pushed, only one
supplier is judged capable of doing a certain job. Where this is true, the
make-or-buy decision must be made using engineering judgement.
2.5.3 Bus Subsystem Development Programs
(See figures 16 through 30 for detailed schedules found in the schedules
section, below)
2.5.3.1 Bus-Television Subsystem
The general system design and subsystem requirements will have been
established for this subsystem during the final design phase. The work
covered in the development program thus includes the selection of
component design for evaluation, the purchasing of components for
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design data testing and evaluation, the performance of the required
development and subsystem qualification tests, the preparation of final
design documentation and the rnonitoring of system qualification testing.
1. Procurement Cycle
The first task which must be completed is the generation of a set
of component specifications suitable for purchase of development
test hardware. These specs wiU be discussed with potential vendors
and purchase requisitions eventually released for the purchase of
test and evaluation units.
2. Testing
The testing and evaluation procedure will be concentrated on the
Vidicon camera tube. The major effort will be to verify ruggedness0
resolution and sensitivity under all likely conditions. The other
components need be exhaustively tested only where the designs are
changed from Mariner C. As component designs are formulated
and accepted a series of compatability tests will be performed
leading to the subsystem qualification test. Subsystem tests wiU
be run both as a part of the development procedure and also for
qualification of the complete subsystem.
3. Follow-on
. -
After completion of the qualification testing the remaining problem
is expediting delivery and inspection of flight hardware. This in-
volves vendor, shop and quality control liason.
Z. 5.3. Z Bus Payload Platform Subsystem
The Advanced Mariner flyby/bus will be aligned in a fixed attitude with
respect to the sun orienting large seminconductor arrays to convert
solar radiation into usable electrical energy. As a result, detection
equipment used for surveying the surface of Mars cannot be rigidly
fixed to the vehicle. Instead, this equipment must bemounted on a
gimbaled platform so that it can be continuously reoriented to align
the optical aixs of payload cameras on the planet surface.
The planetary payload platform considered for the Advanced Mariner
application is a servo controlled mounting platform serving as a base
for planet oriented paylod instrumentation and detection equipment.
J
The automatic position control system required to maintain payload
orientation with respect to the planet will consist of a servo
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mechanism controlling rotation about each of the two gimbal platform
axes. Each position control system _vill have a dc, drive motor, a single
axis horizon sensor, a stabilizing dc tachometer, and associated drive
and summing amp!ifiezs.
The development program may be roughly subdivided into a n,_nber of
broad work categories as follows:
I) Engineering,
2) Design,
3) Manufacturing, and
4) Test
1) Engineering
The establishment of system specifications is carried on during
the final design phase and will consist of developing a system
specification defining the requirements of the payload platform.
The task will include detailed determination of requirements for
smear rate, system absolute accuracy, instantaneous accuracy
under camera open shutter conditions, vibration, shock, accelera-
tion, life, mounting restrictions, gimbal motion restrictions,
and the many othe_ factors that will determine conditions restrict-
ting platform design and development.
The development of the subsystem at the beginning of the subsystem
development program will be directed to blocking out the concept
in more detail than considered during the initial final design.
During this period control system block diagrams and conceptual
drawings will be developed using the system requirements as a
guide.
Synthesis of the subsystem will require application of analytical
and computer techniques to determine system constants and design
parameters for the girnbal position servomechanisms. During
this period the major static and dynamic gains of the system will
be determined for later use in developing subsystem and component
specifications.
A system error budget analysis shotild be made to allocate permis-
sible platform position error to the various parts of the position
control systems. Most of this work wiU be completed With the aid
of analog computer simulation of the system. The results will be
used directly to establish tolerances on subsystems and components.
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Subsystem specifications will be established for the two-axis gimbal
system and for the servomechavisms used to position the girnbal
axes. This specification will call out detailed requirements of each
s_bsystem with particular emphasis on interface conditions between
the subsystems _,,_--_beiges.-, the "_ _ ,2 _• ,yuyl uLi . The broad system
static and dynamic gain relationships with permissible tolerances
that were developed under the system synthesis and error budget
activities wiU be broken down to define the performance require-
ments of t_e subsystems.
Component requirements will be established under this activity
for the dc torque motor, the tachometer, horizon sensors, and
other components making up the complete payload platform. These
specifications will define required transfer characteristics, input
and output requirements of each component with whatever mechanl-
cal, eiectricai, and performance detail found necessary to permit
development or purchase of the components.
2) Design
The mechanical design phase of the work will include engineering
consideration of girnhal design problems and mounting require-
ments for the components. Effect of vibration, acceleration, and
shock 1oadings will be studied; thermal design established; and
structural and spatial compatibility with the Flyby/bus reviewed.
A technique for lubricating sliding and rolling mechanlcal parts
under vacuum conditions will be selected after detailed consideration
of the many approaches under current study and limitations on
gimbal position accuracy due to random mechanical torque effects
will be analyzed.
Payload platform electronic design will encompass conceptual
design of logic necessary to meet sequencing requirements as welt
as analysis and circuit design of voltage, summing and power
amplifiers for the position control servomechanisms. Electronic
units will generally be designed with completely passive elements
using welded modular constructions.
Complete drawings and wiring schematics will ha made to permit
manufacture of mechanical and electronic parts and to record the
design.
3) Manu_acturin_
Manufacture of mechanical and electronic components for develop*
ment units will be completed- in the prime contractor machine
shop or in subcontractor plants as the particular requirements
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dictate. Accuracy requirement of the basic gimballed platform
will impose many close tolerances on many of the mechanical
parts requiring significant manufacturing skill.
3election and purchase of dc torque motors, horizon sensors,
amplifiers and other components in the system will involve review
of h_rdware -_vailability to meet s1=.ecification requirements, estab-
lishrnent o_ RFQIs with competent vendors, review of vendor cap-
ability, engineerin& review of component requirements with vendors
and finally placing purchase orders for necessary parts. Following
ordering of parts, liaison with suppliers will be necessary to
assure technical and schedule performance.
Planning for component, subsystem, and system test will be an
important part of the basic development program. The best plan
for testing each of the important parts of the system will be formed
well ahead of actual test performance to provide a working guide
for test design.
4) Test
Each of the system components including torque motors, amplifiers,
horizon sensors, and tachometers will be individually tested for
compliance with each requirement of the component specification.
This testing will not only assure that each component has the proper
characteristics but will set up subsequent subsystem and system
testing on a firmer basis since the basic quality of each part of the
system under test will have been assured.
In order to assure a logical progression of all development per-
formance testing, components of the subsystem will be added one
by one completing performance testing with each addition. As an
example, the dc gimbal axis drive motor and its power drive ampli-
fier will be tested as components and will then be combined so
that tests are conducted with the power amplifier driving the motor,
This approach to the testing problem will permit direct evaluation
of interface probleml.
Subsystem tests will be conducted with the complete subsystem to
determine overall compliance with the specification. This testing
should be done under a wide range of operation conditions. Sub-
system testing will also include exposure to specification environ-
ments with subsequent qualification testing being performed prior
to the incorporation of the platform in the system test vehicles.
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2. S. 3. 3 Bus Communications and Power Subsystem
The communication and power subsystem will be similar to the cor-
telemetry link receiving subsystem. The transponder and rf power
amplifiers, _dll be identical to the Mariner C design while the telemetry.
command, high gain and low gain antennas, and power subsystems will
be modified. The relay link subsystem will include a receiver, antenna
and storage memory and will be a new design. The development
program therefore will primarily be one of developing the relay link
subsystem.
The development program includes the definition of subsystem require-
ments and follows through the various breadboard, engineering evalua-
tion and qualification test programs leading to qualified hardware.
I) Subsystem requirements defined
Following the selection of the prime contractor a period of final
design activity will take place during which the prime contractor
will examine the differences between the submitted design and the
design ultimately selected by JPL, and subsequently generate re-
quirements for the various subsystem.
2) Procurement specifications and drawings
Procurement specifications and drawings are prepared from the
subsystem requirements and include detailed design requirements
and design boundaries, vlz. maximum envelope dimensions, shape
factors, maximum power consumption.
3) Bid review
Unless sole source (selected subcontractor team) procurement is
allowed, a review of other proposals will take place. This will
involve a technical evaluation, facility inspection and cost review
for each bidder. It is assumed that final selection would require
JPL approval.
4) Breadboard design and test
At subcontractor go-ahead breadboard design is started. Bread-
board tests will check subsystem conformance with the design
specifications and will include tests at the operating and nonoperat-
ing temperature extremes. Breadboard components will be parts
determined in the preliminary design study as acceptable frorh rell-
ability and other points of view.
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The telemetry, command and other subsystems requiring modifi-
cation would only require partial breadboarding.
_a Prahrnznary specifications and dr__wlnga
Preliminary specifications and dra_-ings are detailed versions of
those used in procurcment. For example maximums used in
procurement would be replaced by toleranced values, and envelope
and other detailed drawings would be made. Unless design changes
occur these specifications and drawings would be the final versions.
6) Engineering evaluation units
Engineering evaluation units are the first packaged versions of the
breadboard designs.
The packaging techniques to withstand the launch vibration environ-
ment will have been investigated in detail during the preliminary
design study, and would rely partly on techniques evolved in
Mariner C. Parts layout and drawings can be started early since
design changes resulting from breadboard testing will be for the
most part component value changes or minor redesign effecting
one or more modules. Assembly and test of the first prototype
will occur late in the breadboard test phase. Packaging problems
and performance changes due to proximity effects will be deter-
mined and corrected.
7} Engineering development tests
Engineering development tests include those tests conducted at the
subcontractor and vendor facilities and at the prime contractorts
facility. These tests would include a complete check of the engine-
ering evaluation unit's conformance to the design specifications
and performance of the unit while subjected to the critical environ-
ments expected. The evaluation will indicate any design changes
required to meet the specified performance requirements during the
critical environments. Also. the evaluation will in some part
determine the limit of performance. Parts will be subjected to
environmental conditions exceeding the design requirements in
those cases which appear marginal.
8) Subsystem integration tests
Subsystem integration tests are compatability tests between major
parts of the subsystem. These tests can overlap the engineering
development tests since all parts will be available. Also, any
changes required in development tests units as a result of these
tests can be incorporated as part of the development test program.
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I9) Qualification test units
Qualification test units are prototype units identical to or incorporat-
ing the d_siovn ab__ngcs reo_,,_,1_,ng fro_xl Gie _ll_in_er_g d_velopment
tests. Unless additional design flaws are -____covered Ln qualification
testing, these units would be the production versions.
I0) Qualification Tests
Qualification testing consists of monitoring the performance of
qualification test units while they are subjected to simulated versions
of the expected environmental conditions to be experienced by
flight hardware. These tests are given in the expected environ-
mental sequence. A qualified part is a production unit identical to a
qualification test unit that met all design specifications during
r_ese tests. Qualification tests would not be required on the
transponder, power amplifier and other subsystems identical to
the Mariner C designs.
2. 5.3.4 Bus Attitude Control Subsystem
The first task following availability of final subsystem requirements is
to complete the final designs, working closely with the vendors where
necessary in the following three areas:
I) Reaction control subsystem.
2) Electro=optical sensors.
3) Autopilot.
A complete list of manufactured items is shown in table 4. The corn-
pletion of final design should result in the issuance of complete
preliminary drawings, specifications, and work statements to the
subcontractors and suppliers.
The first development hardware sets will then be manufactured and
received at the prime contractor's site, where preliminary tests will
be performed, starting in the third quarter of 1966. The first hard-
ware sets will be visually inspected for workmanship and cleanliness
and bench tested to see that they perform within specifications in •
nominal indoor environment. The more significant of these tests are
described below:
1} Solenoid valve/nozzle assembl]r
When exposed to the same pressure differential as in flight,
examination is made of valve operation with respect to delay time,
rise time, chatter, minimum allowable "on" time, and leakage.
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i2) Regulator
Chamber pressure is checked (to within _pecified tolerance) under
expected combinations of flow rate and tank pressure, using
nitrogen.
TABLE 4
MANUFACTUI_E OF ITEMS BY PRIME CONTRACTOR VENDOR
Items
A. Reaction Control Subsystem
1. Nitrogen Tanks
2. Solenoid Valve/Nozzle Assemblies
3. Regulators
4. Squib Valves
5. Fill and Vent Manifolds
6. Pneumatic Line Assemblies
B. Electro-Optical Group
1. Canopus Star Tracker
2. Acquisition Sun Sensor
3. Limit Cycle Sun Sensor
C. Autopilot
1. Autopilot Electronics
2. Logic Electronics
3. Gyro Package (gyros and gyro
electronics)
Manufactured
by Prime
X
X
X
Manufactured
by Vendor
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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I3) ,,Squib valve
When connected in the same circuit as used on the vehicle, a check
is made that the squib will not fire when exposed to specified levels
of rf radiation and leakage current and that the squibs will fire
when exposed to the proper current levels. A check is also made
that w'hen the squib fires, the valve position changes from closed
to open. Check for valve leakage before firing squibs.
4) Fill and vent manifold
Checked for leakage.
5) Pneumatic line assemblies
Checked for leakage.
6) Nitrogen tanks
The first four tanks are pressure tested to destruction to verify
the burst pressure. This is most important for personnel safety
and maintenance of the entire schedule. Since the reaction control
system is a low thrust (F = 0.01 pound) desgin, proper valve set-
ting is very important. This in turn requires an extremely clean
cold gas system which is inspected and assembled in a class 100
clean room.
7) Gyro package
Tests for this unit are the most extensive and include;
a) Single-axis rate mode llnearity/scale factor tests per-
formed on a precision rate table.
b) Single-axis integrate mode linearity/scale factor tests
performed by turning the test table through a known angle and
measuring the integrator outputs.
c) Single-axis drift rate tests performed on a seismic block.
d) Loop gain determination from measuring the electronlc
gain (current out per voltage in) and the gyro gain (gyro
degrees per test table degreesl.
e) Off-nominal tests to determine the changes in gyro per-
formance (particularly drift rate) due to changes in the power
supplied to the spin motor and gyro internal temperature due
to the thermostat Limit cycle.
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48) Autopilot electronics
The electronic gains, power requirements, the dead zone and
hysteresis values for the switching amplifiers, and other pertinent
performance characteristics will be measured.
9) Logic electronics
Proper operation of the switching logic will be verified, and signal
threshold discrimination levels will be determined.
10) Canopus star tracker
The null offset and linearity of the output signal over the field of
view will be deter__ined by use ef a slm"latcd _tar source. A
photometric test using a calibrated light source of the proper
spectral distribution will test the maximum and minimum threshold
in the tracker used for discrimination. Dynamic tests will also
be performed by moving the star source at known rates.
1 I) Acquisition sun sensor
Testing will determine that this device generates the proper error
signals for a number of random orientations and that the null offsets
lie within specified value. Dynamic tests (target movement) and
photometric tests will also be performed.
12} Limit cycle sun sensor
Tests will verify the field of view, linearity0 and null offset for
each axis. Dynamic tests {target motion) and photometric tests
to verify sensitivity will also be performed.
Following evaluation of test results for this first hardware set, sub-
system tests will verify that the individual items are electrically
and mechanically compatible with those other items with which
they interconnect.
The second and third hardware sets will then be delivered for addi-
tional testing. Environmental components or subsystems tests
with emphasis on the vibration and thermal environments will be
pe rformed-
In addition, integrated ACS tests using single-axis and three-axis
air bearing tables will be performed to verify overall closed-loop
operation about one axis and the extent of cross coupling between
the axes. Acquisition of the sun-Canopus references attitude from
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a random initial attitude will be verified on a three-axis air
bearing table. Reorientation upon command to a desired arbitrary
attitude and subsequent ret-drn to the reference attitude, using the
gyro reference and a three-axis air bearing table0 will also be
verified. Aspects of the ACS that may require improvement .:
should be recognized from these tests and changes incorportated
into the final drawings and specifications.
The system qualification tests units will then be delivered, and the
assembled vehicles will be run through several tests, including
type approval tests.
2. 5. 3.5 Bus Propulsion Subsystem
The propulsion subsystem development and qualification covers a period
of 16 months and this ueriod is broken r_n_n ir, t,_ t..w_ m_,,,-,,.,- and • ....
A ................. jw. .v_
secondary phases. The major phases are development and qualification
while two secondary phases are component and system tests within both
major phases. The timing of these phases are shown in the propulsion
development schedule, figure 20.
Preceeding the actual development is a period of approxlmately one to
two months, during the final design phase during which the propulsion
system requirements are defined from a vehicle view point. These
requirements are used as the basis for the contract negotiations between
the vehicle and propulsion system contractors.
Following these negotiations, there is a joint effort between the propul-
sion and vehicle contractors to further define the actual performance
and design requirements. Out of this effort will evolve the final
propulsion system design and performance specifications.
1) Component development
In conjunction with the above effort the component and system
hardware fabrication is started. Some of the components can be
ordered early in the fabrication cycle and others will be delayed
till further design effort is completed. An attempt will be made
early in the fabrication cycle to determine the components reqair*
ing a long lead time, so that their fabrication may be started
early. The one item now know that would fall into this category
for this program i8 propellant tanks. Present programs are exper-
iencing fabrication delays with regard to tankl.
Development testing of the components can take place as soon as
they have been fabricated. For the l_roposed system there are three
primary areas of component developrnent v_hich will require a
major testing effort. These are positive propellant expuision0
thrust chamber performance, and explosive valve performance.
The other components are standard and will require only a minimum
development effort.
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Because the thrust chamber selected for the system is very simi-
lar to several being developed by the propulsion industry most of
the development testing will be concerned with obtaining the
thrust and specific impulse called for in the ._pecific=_tion. Be-
cause the propellants selected have such a wide temperature range
considerable effort will be spent determining optimum performance.
The explosive valve testing will he primarily concerned with
determinirig reliability data as it is planned to use the same type
valve used in earlier Mars flyby vehicles.
The positive propellant expulsion concept will probably require
the most extensive testing. A drop tower facility for creating
zero g environment will be required to determine the performance
of the surface tension baffle system to be used for positive expul-
sion of the propellant. If development programs using this con-
cept now proceed on schedule it is possible that the test effort
might be reduced appreciably because the size tank being developed
is the same as that required for the bus.
Z) Subsystem development
As soon as sufficient components are available then the subsystem
testing will get underway. The primary purpose of this is to
determine subsystem performance and at the same time remove
any interference effects between components. The testing will
cover all the areas that Will be part of the system qualification
testing. This will insure the least amount of time required for
qualification.
(
a) Component qualification
Once sufficient component development testing has been com-
pleted the component qualification will be started. The
qualification will be done according to the test procedures
arrived at and agreed to during the development program.
The primary objective will be to show by test that the system
components meet all specifications.
b) Subsystem qualification
This phase of the program is similar t'o that for components
except that it will be done using the entire propulsion system
in its flight configuration, using qualified components. This
test will simulate as near as possible or exceed all launch
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I and flight environments preceding and during flight. As withthe components the test procedures and qualification specifica-
tions will be arrived at and agreed to during the develop-
ment phase.
Z. 5.3.6 Bus Temperature Control Subsystem
Initial development work shall evaluate the fundamental thermal
characteristics of the bar design.
Through analytical computations the requirements of the overall vehicle
are established and the data obtained from development testing shall be
compared to the analytical results.
The influence of such intangible factors as contact resistance across
joints, and effects of radiating louvers, etc. can thus be studied and
included in the future analysis.
The first series of high vacuum testing will, therefore, take place with
a thermally true mockup model, a and • values, projected to total area
as well as contact resistance across joints must be correct. However,
all electronic equipment can be simuitaed by electric heaters which are
incorporated in dummy boxes of correct mass and surface characteristics.
Time constant response as well as interaction effects can be correctly
evaluated from this series. The main parameters will be: Solar in-
tensity (Earth and Mars), "equipment" turned on or off, lander on or
off, panels extended or not. In a second series, the transient re-
sponse on turning maneuvers will be studied by suspending the model
and rotating it slowly relative to the sun vector.
In addition to the above major parameters, the a and _ values of electro-
nic boxes as well as contact resistance across attachment feet of same
are also studied. By varying the intensity of the dummy heaters beyond
the nominal values it is possib!e to study the limits of the overall sys-
temo
The influence of the plume cannot be duplicated directly but heater
elements on the nozzle skirt can reproduce a realisitc temperature
time history of the outside nozzle surface and thus its radiative effects
on adjacent structure and equipment. The development work shall also
form the basis for type approval testing. With a good knowledge of
gradients and temperature levels, simplified and accurate placement
of instrumentation for type approval testing is possible .
Finished vehicles with attached lander will undergo complete system
testing in a high vacuum chamber with solar simulation.
Existing chambers will not have sufficient size to allow complete solar
coverage of vehicle with all panels in fully extended position. However,
this is not necessary as the influence of active solar panels on the system
is already known.
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Z. 5. 3. 7 Bus-Lander Separation System
The major development required for this subsystem is a test sequence
that confirms the operating characteristics of the integrated separation
system. Since the individual components are off-the-shelf, develop-
ment of each item is unnecessary. However, to the extent practical
within the limitations of the time schedule, it is necessary to test and
review the interface outputs of the various subsystems.
A brief description of the Conceptual separation system and its operat-
ing characteristics will clarify the following discussion. In broad
terms the system is composed of the following:
]) THree e_p]o_ive t_edown l_o]ts and release springs.
2) Spin rockets.
3) A sterilization canister.
4) A pyrotechnic system for cutting the canister.
5) A jettison mechanism for the lander retrorocket.
6) A yo-yo despin unit.
The system sequence and operating characteristics are as follows:
I) Explosive units are actuated.
2) Three springs impact at velocity of 1 ft/sec to the iander and
sterilization canister.
3) Two spin rockets spin the lander and canister up to 20 rev/rrdn
(I second after separation).
4) The canister is split into four segments by linear shaped
charges.
5) The canister segments are jettisoned centrifugaUy.
6} Lander retro flres.
7) The lander retor is jettisoned by a pyrotechnic spring system.
8) A yo-yo system despins the lander to near-zero rpm.
/I-IRIIIIo.6 /j
The preliminary and final design of this subsystem will be completed
as part of the over-all bus mcchanical design. The program is then
comprised of test program and sequence design; design, procurement
and set up of test stands and fixtures; functional development testing;
test result evaluation, final design configuration; testing, and qualifica-
tion testing.
Although the tir_e schedule precludes a flight test of a prototype, the
test schedule has been planned so as to simulate as large a fraction of
the over-all separation sequence as is practical with ground facilities
and under nonzero g conditions. As is called out in the schedule in
figure 21, the functional development test program has seven phases:
pyrotechnic sterilization, separation mechanism, spin rockets, sterili-
zation can jettison, lander retrorocket jettison, and yo-yo despin release.
In addition, qualification testing will be carried out concurrently with
the function testing and continued until the end of the first quarter of
1967. These tests are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
1) Pyrotechnic sterilization
Candidate explosive devices and linear shaped charges will be
subjected to the sterilization cycle. Performance will be evaluated
before and after cycling in the heat environment.
2) Separation mechanism. -
The objective of this test will be to confirm and possibly modify
the preliminary design concept into a reliable tiedown and release
system. It will be completed in three phases. Phase I will con-
sist of conceptual design and development tests to determine
feasible concepts and demonstrate the operation of prototype
single tiedown mechanisms.
Phase II will commence after selection of a reference design. It
will begin with tests of single tiedown mechanisms and end with
a successful test of a three-point tiedown mechanism representa-
tire of the final design, but manufactured from prereleased
drawings.
Phase HI will be a test for a complete three-point mechanism.
The test will be conducted in conjunction with a sterilization can
jettison test. This approach simplifies test procedures and provides
a minimum of separate test articles at this level of development
demonstration testing.
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3) Spin rockets
This devclopme,it t_ok ......'_ _ ....... :.......
should be noted that design and procurement of the spin rocket is
considered as part of the lander propulsion task. ) Phase I would
be a structural test evaluation of the bracketry used to attach the
spin rocket motor to the sterilization canister.
Phase II would be a demonstration test of the spin-up capability
of the system utilizing a sterilization canister and lander vehicle
mass simulation. The sterilization canister would be the same
article as that used for demonstration test of the sterilization
canister jettison test.
4) Sterilization can jettison
Development testing of this action will be completed in three
phases. In the first phase conceptual design development _ill be
performed to determine the required grain loading of the flexible
linear shaped charge (FLSC), FLSC initiation system, and FLSC
back-blast holder. This phase shall utilize only linear representa-
tions of the evolving design.
Completion of Phase I tests and evaluation of a reference design
will be followed by Phase H tests. These tests v,511 initially
utilize additional linear samples. They will be completed upon
successful demonstration of a jettison test of a full sterilization
canister manufactured to prerelease drawings.
In Phase J/ an effort will be a functional demonstration test of a
sterilization canister jettison system manufactured to release
drawings. The test article shall be used prior to the test described
herein for demonstration test of the tiedown release system.
5) Lander retrorocket jettison
Phase I of this test will consist of conceptual design/development
studies tO evolve the jettison system design. These tests shall
consider the sterilization requirements of the various explosive
components of the jettison system.
Phase H will provide for the structural evaluation of the rocket
motor/lander attachment hardware. Tests shall consist of load-
ing tests under pertinent thermal conditions.
Phase III testing will consist of functional demonstration tests of
the jettison system manufactured to release drawings. Three
tests are anticipated.
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6) Yo-yo despin system release
During the first phase of this test the conceptual preliminary design
release mechanism will be constructed and tested with sequential
modifications in the design to achieve the design objectives.
These tests ,rill utilize representative single, weight release
devices.
In the second phase the final design will be subjected to functional
demonstration tests utilizing hardware manufactured to release
drawings. Fixtures representative of the lander in details essential
to the function of the despin system will be used in these tests.
The fixtures will providethe capability to accurately achieve rota-
tional speeds consistent with the flight environment. Four tests
_--_ _...._ .-^ _ = tr ........... design¢i.i, _A,iLi.,ll 1.t.,.'¥t.._1 _.,.I. I,._ IL..1_,.wlA_l._,,,,l_.;.,,i.i;;I.,ll ii3, U.l.i.Aq,..Al_,l.ll, I.l,. I Uq;;IAit'll_l,.il.¢_l.l._ I,.AAC
requirement compliance.
2. 5. 3.8 Scientific Liaison - Bus and Lander
During the development and manufacture of the Advanced Mariner
spacecraft, it is anticipated that the individual scientific instruments
will be under development and construction by separate teams of
experimenters. In order that each instrument should finally be totally
integrated into the design, test and operation of the spacecraft, con-
siderable liaison must be maintained between NASA, the vehicle con-
tractor, and each of the scientific instrument teams. \
As part of the development portion of the overall program, intensive
consideration must be given to the interactions between the operational
aspects of the experiments and the total system, as for example, the
location of the magnetometer on the vehicle. For these questions,
scientifically trained contractor personnel must be fully cognizant of
the problems and requirements of each scientific experiment,
During the manufacture and test phases of the program, the engineer-
ing requirements imposed on the instrumentation must be coordinated
with the instrument manufacturer. For this work, the contractor
must supply instrumentation specialists with broad knowledge and
experience in flight instrumentation. In addition, he will perform the
necessary function of translating instrument requirements into design
specifications on the spacecraft and test procedures.
During the course of this liaison effort, considerable travel will be
required because the experimenters will be working at many locations
across the country. It is estimated that a minimum of one visit to
each of possibly ten experimenter groups will be required each month.
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Z. 5. 3.9 Lander Aerodynamics
For the selected mission and design concept, it will be necessary to
determine the aerodynamic coefficients, entry trajectories, heating
and pressure distributions, etc., in the preliminary design study.
The complete range of possible Martian atmospheres will be con-
sidered.
The preliminary design _-ill be a function of the size, weight, and
packaging of the scientific equipment, the descent and impact attenua-
tion systems, and the minimum static margin determined in the pre-
liminary design for the entry conditions under consideration.
When the preliminary and final designs have been completed, a wind
tunnel test program (at JPL or NASA) will be conducted to confirm
the aerodynamic characteristics as a function of Mach number, angle
of attack, Reynold's number, and atmospheric composition.
Trajectory analyses will be performed by means of four-degree and
six-degree-of-freedom computer programs, using the experime.tally
determined coefficients and the current best atmospheric data.
A test program will be conducted to confirm the theoretically deter-
mined pressure and heating distributions. A heating evaluation will
then be performed utilizing test data and the heating pulses computed
in the trajectory analysis.
Concurrent with the lander vehicle development and dependent upon
its final design and entry characteristics, a method of determining the
Martian atmosphere with on-board instrumentation will be developed.
2. 5. 3. I0 Lander Communications and Power Subsystem
The communication and power systems will be new designs and will
require extensive design and development to survive the dry-heat
sterilization and impact shock environments. The most critical devel-
opment items expected are the 90-watt rf power amplifier and pre-entry
antenna. The 90-watt amplifier is a development model based on an
extensively tested 20-watt device. The pre-entry antenna design is
affected by the heat shield material selected, therefore, the final
design is contingent upon the heat shield studies.
The development program includes the definition of subsystem require-
ments and follows through the various breadboard, engineering evalua-
tionDand qualification test programs to finally arrive at qualified
hardware.
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1) Subsystem requirements defined
Following the selection of the prime contractor a period of final
design activity wilt take piace during which the prime contractor
will examine the differences between the submitted design and the
design u!_mately selected by JPL and subsequently generate
requirements for the various subsystems.
2) Procurement specifications and drawing s
Procurement specifications and drawings are prepared from the
subsystem requirements, and include detailed design requirements
and design boundaries, viz. maximum envelope dimensions, shape
factors, maximum power consumption.
3) Bid review
Unless sole source (selected subcontractor team) procurement is
allowedja review of other proposals will involve a technical evalua-
tion, facility inspection and cost review for each bidder. It is
assumed that final selection would require JPL approval
4) Breadboard design and test
At subcontractor go-ahead breadboard design is started. Bread-
board tests will check subsystem conformance with the design
specifications and will include tests at the operating and nonoperat-
ing temperature extremes before and after applications of
sterilization heating environment. Breadboard components will
be parts determined in the preliminary design study as acceptable
from the sterilization temperature, reliability, and other points
of view.
The programmer, e_citer, po_ver amplifier power supply, power
switching and logic, telemetry_ and core memory subsystems
would require complete or partial breadboarding.
5) Preliminary specifications and drawings
Preliminary specifications and drawings are detailed versions of
those used in procurement. For example maximums used in
procurement would be replaced by toleranced values, and envelope
and other detailed drawings would be made. Unless design changes
occur these specifications and drawings would be the final versions.
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6} Engineering evaluation units
Engineering evaluation units are the first packaged versions of
the breadboard design.
The packaging techniques to -_'Hhstand the impact shock and vibra-
tion environments will have been investigated in detail during the
preliminary design study. In most cases, viz. battery, core
memory, the castings, or other case designs will be determined
early allowing their manufacture before the end of the breadboard
design and test phase. Parts layout and drawings can also be
started early, since design changes resulting from breadboard
testing will be, for the most part, component value changes or
minor redesign effecting one or more modules. Assembly and
..... t} ......p ototype ............... t___ ______ ....
phase. Packaging problems and performance changes due to
proximity effects will be determined and corrected.
7} Engineering development tests
Engineering development tests include those tests conducted at
the subcontractor and vendor facilities and at the prime contractor's
facility. These tests would include a complete check of the engineer-
ing evaluation unit's conformance to the design specifications and
performance of the unit while subjected to the critical environ-
ments expected. Typically_these include the sterilization tern-
_erature, impact shock and entry_and launch vibration environ-
ments. The objective of the engineering evaluation is twofold.
First, and most importantly_ the evaluation will indicate any
major design changes required to meet the specified performance
requirements during the critical environments. Secondly, the
evaluation will in some part determine the limit of performance.
Parts will be subjected to environmental conditions exceeding the
design requirements inthose cases which appear marginal.
8} Subsystem integration tests
Subsystem integration tests are compatibility tests between major
parts of the subsystem. These tests can overlap the engineering
development tests since all parts will be available. Also, any
changes required in development test units as a result of these
tests can be incorporated as part of the development test program.
9) Sterilization unit
Sterilization tests are performed on prototype units which may or
may not have been qualification tested. Although the qualification
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tests may reveal flaws requiring minor redesign the changes will
not affect the sterilization unit since sterilizeable parts will be
used and the sterilization test is a nonoperating environment.
Op --" ' _ .... _......erationaltest_ wALL i,_,,u,A,,_u_,efore _._--=after th_ heat
sterilization cycle.
I0) Qualification tests units
Qualificati6n test units are prototype units identical to or incor-
porating the design changes resulting from the engineering devel-
opment tests. Unless additional design flaws are uncovered in
qualification testing, these units would be the production versions.
11) Qualification tests
Qualification testing consists of monitoring the performance of
qualification test units while they are subjected to simulated
versions of the expected environmental conditions to be experi-
enced by flight hardware. These tests are given in the expected
environmental sequence, A qualified part is a production unit
identical to a qualification test unit that met all design specifica-
tions during these tests.
3. II Lander Structure Subsystem
1 ) De sign analysi s
The Advance Mariner lander must be analyzed to establish that
the structural design will maintain its integrity under the loadings
to which it will be subjected in the various environments. The
evolution of the design requires the establishment of the envrion-
ments, loads, design criteria, and an investigation of all of the
possible modes of failure for the critical loading conditions.
The environments that must be defined consist of entry, inter-
planetary transit, ascent, and preflight. From these environments
the critical loading and temperature conditions will be ascertained
and design criteria will be determined to insure structural integrity.
The analyses will consist of elastic stability considerations of the
honeycomb front cap, involving both general and local instability
requirements. The afterbody must also be examined for instability.
A stress analysis must be performed for all of the shell elements
of the lander. The analysis will be done for both symmetric and
unsyrnmetric loading distributions and will include the effects of
line and point loads.
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Thermal structural studies must be conducted to assure integrity
of both heat shield and substructure composites and overall vehicle
compatibility. Composite structural design of the 5026 he__t
shield with __!urninum honeycomb must be _nalyzed for therm_l
compatibility. The entire vehicle structure must then be examined
for interaction of thermal discontinuities.
The internal structure, subject to local loadings, must be examined.
The tiedov_n mechanisms and bus interface must be analyzed for
the conditions of separation and shock loadings. The sterilization
canister must be analyzed for its stability and separation char-
acteristics. Special detail analysis must also be given to numerous
local cutouts in the spherical cap and afterbody and to junctions
between shell and s,_nnnrf _,_,,-t_;,_,-,= _-:._11.. ._....... '" v_l-_cle
must be examined under both thermal, intertial, and pressure
loadings to assure overall vehicle integrity.
A dynamic analysis must be performed on a lander structure for
the ascent environments, for the determination of component
response and for transmitted loads. The analysis will be sup-
plemented by a test program using a basic structure with dummy
components attached. The acoustic environments for ascent and
entry will be examined in greater depth to assess the impact of
these environments on the structural design. The lander must
also be analyzed for the rigid body dynamics at separation. The
ground handling environment must be examined in order to deter-
mine the loads transmitted to the lander.
2) Development tests
The following tests will be performed to verify the structural con-
cept of the lander.
a) Model tests
Full scale spherical sandwich shells will be subjected to
symmetric and unsymmetric pressure loadings to examine the
behavior of the shell. These shells, will not have any of the
cutouts or structural rings necessary in the actual shell con-
figuration_although the shell undergoing unsymmetric loadings
will be mounted with the proposed toroidal sections. The
symmetric and unsymmetric pressure loadings will be simulated
by pressurizing the shell through an arrangement of baffles
having different pressure levels. The resulting stress dis-
tzibutions in the shell and toroidal section, when applicable,
due to these pressure loadings will be measured by attached
strain gages.
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b) Static tests
Full scale spherical sandwich shells, including the cutouts
and structural rings will be subjected to the same tests as the
models pre_iously described. The buckling beha_ior o£ the
shell will be examined for the symmetrically loaded shell and
stress distributions in shell and toroidal section will be
examined for the unsymmetrically loaded shell
A full scale beryllium afterbody will be subjected to pressure
and axial loadings to examine the behavior of the monocoque
shell The test fixtures for these tests are readily available.
c) Dynamic tests
A full size lander structure with simulated components will
be subjected to a vibration excitation and the response of the
simulated components measured. This frequency of excita-
tion and g loadings will be determined by ascent environment.
For the proposed lander weight and vibration levels, it is not
expected that there will be any problem in conducting this
test.
d) Thermal structural tests
The same lander structure used in the dynamic tests will be
subjected to two thermal soak conditions. These soak condi-
tions will involve a hot and cold soak simulating the deep
space and sterilization environments. The lander ,.rill also
he subjected to quartz lamp heating and simulate entry gradi-
ents.
Thermal studies will be performed on test pieces of composite
materials structures. The material combination which will be
subjected to both "hot" and "cold" environments are aluminum
honeycomb with heat shield material facilities required for
these thermal tests are available at most large space contrac-
tors. "
Lander Thermodynamics and Materials ,
Thermodynamics
a) Design analysis
The heat shield of a lander entering the atmosphere of Mars is
very dependent on the size and shape of lander, atmospheric
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model, and entry conditions. These variables define the
heating load and consequently, along with the material selection
and entry time the heat shield design may be defined.
During the preliminary design phase when the majority of the
above parameters are being defined a materials evaluation
program should bc conducted arotuud a rcfcrence heat shield
material selection. The evaluation should develop the most
optimurh thermo-physical properties that best satisfy the
lander mission and compatibility with the substructure design.
Computer programs should be developed (or existing programs
modified) to handle the effects of the Martian atmosphere model
and the uncertainties in material behavior. Analysis employ-
" 6
programs by combining both radiative and convective heating
loads to establish the required heat shield design. Thermo-
physical properties generated in the test program will supple-
ment the design analysis. Compatibility of the heat shield
design with the space and sterilization environments should be
projected into all phases of the heat shield design.
All studies of the lander afterbody heat shield designs have
indicated that a thin skin beryllium heat sink design produces
the optimum weight. The thermodynamic analysis should
therefore be based entirely around this type of a design. Two
dimensional heat transfer analyses should he performed con-
sidering all combination of entry conditions to fully evaluate
the compatibility with the structural integrity of the external
and internal configuration. The effects of reradiation both to
space and to the payload package along with the effects of
thermal control coatings and insulation are typical problem
areas subject to analysis.
b) Test program
The thermodynamic test program as outlined in table 5 is
designed to yield the required amount and type of material
thermal behavior information necessary for the capsule heat
protection system design.
One basic beat shield material can be tested to obtain thermal
performance design information.- The tests proposed will
supplement and extend this information for Mars type atmos-
pheres and anticipated combined convective and radiant heat-
ing environments.
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TA_I_ S
T_J_ODYNA34_C T_ST PROC_JUk(
Type o4" Test Test Facility
A. Em,_ rom_ent.Ll
i. l_n'_,u_ Coavective Hea_
L Low 5heax
b, H_jh 8he_r
2. aa_a_ H_
3. Com_l Convective
_. L(=tel-l_l lehavl_r
I. Convective Heatia8
L l_,u oheax
h_ Hi|h shear
2. Radiant Heat_8
3. Combined C_mve_tvo Ra_tsnt
Heatia8
4. Laboratory Pyrolysis
C. Thermal Model Prod Testa
I. Co_ Convec_vt-radimLt
D. Baaic ProperUee
E. He&t S_Ae_ Structuxe Znte_ce Testa
1. Stsuctu_ro effectiveness
2. Effect of holes and joints
3. Antsz_a window behav_
F. Thermal Com_of
C_ effect ee, Heat S_,,MI
G. "A'berms3 Cm,_rof Cm_m 8
• A.e_r_dy _,at_
Arc;C0r_ll Type
_rhenter
Solar f_nace and
A_c tmagin/fro-sacs
Axe w_th rad_ti_
A_c, and Corne_
Type Su_eT heate:
So_ F_'n_ce, A_c
Im_i_ fu_,_co
cspe_ltt_
ConvectOrs _ad
radhu_ furnaces
M1teriale
A_c ud Ou_= lamp i
heat_j fsciLtty
Arc
Ous_ts _ _U_
factory
Material TeBt C_n_Ution_
P_ess wre p_o_
and calo_tn_eter
Pyromate_
calm-lmeter
PTess_re p_obe
calorimeter
rLd_omotsr
ipectsometer
pyromots_
Heat shield
specimen
Heat emend
sped_em
H_lt sh_etd
specCme_
Heat shield
specimem
He_t sh_eM
specimen
Heat e_4eM
spectm_
• heat shield
mock up
Heat s_deld
opec_l_
3 L_rbody
et_acture
sms_ploe
3 atrn at S comfltlone
I arm at S cms_fltio_
5-3000 B_/_f_ 2 _ec
3 arm at 3 c_nv_t_flv_ rate_
• 3 ra_n_ rates Z? tests/
facmty
3 at_ _t 6 teets/n_tsrlad
I arm at 5cond. at 2 tests/
3 be_tl_8 r_te4
3 at_ at 3 _a_nt-co_c-
t_v_ ratios _t 3 r&dllnt ra_e4
at 3 ea_y levels £1
tests for prime materials
3 Hsa_8 rates at Z
f_na_es at Z _ 12 test_/
marl
3 ra_l_au_t-convective r_o
at Z eol_lpy levels at Z
t_st/r_ateria_
Nc_ of
Tests
15
S
B
8
i|
10
81
81
12
lZ
C_cu_
1_eelu_s ;_roflle h_
fl_ Peof_e en_py
Level
Heat fl_ level spectral
a_d sparta| _q st_ribu_c_
_,mmstty
Ka_nt 8omrc_
spectr_l and spatial
d_ st_bullo_ pres sure
_ro_Ue, ©_nvec_ve and
radiant fl_K p_oftle,
mirror 8_m e_Acien£y
Septets co_bustioJt
be_, ol_tn surface
temp. a_d emissivtt_
observe ¢_lur retentJo8
w/_a sbeas, ob_a_
_'ofi'l_s aod smrfsce 11¢_0
eto_ rmeo
Char density a_d com-
Iosit_c_, o_rLacs _eceosia_
tale, s_rfa_e tannperatu_t
Surface recem0_lmz r_to.
char depth, beat of abl_-
tlon temp. PeaSes
Vapo_ p_h_ts ldm_Afi_so
ttou. char compee_
Check validity of analy_cel
peedic_l_n meLhode _
experiments1 mass lose,
cha_ lrowth a=d temp. lr_i.
ont hlslorles from lnstr_
meu_d models.
Est_bILsh _Ic p¢opel-l_lll
for exac'_ znlZ'l forl_a_
_ed
To determine bond 8t_uctul_
effectiveness and vslid_ty of
ipeedictio_s.
To deto_ th_ thelrm_
coutrol co_U_ll effect
m_de_ abls_k_
To determine the effect -I
thermal control co,atLas
• n a.fterb_dy ltsuCt+:cre 1"oo
redlat_ ¢he_actex_stlcs.
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Laminar convective heating tests can he used to determine
heats of ablation, temperature distributions, and combustion
heating rates. The magnitude of the combustion heating in
Mars type atmospheres will be obtained by the use of splash-
type tests in inert and active atmospheres. Temperature pro-
file will be obtained by use of imbedded thermocouples. I_re-
liminary tests by this contractor have shown material heats of
ablation to be higher in the Mars type atmosphere than in the
combustion supporting earth atmosphere.
High level pure radiant heating can be simulated by use of a
solar furnace or arc imaging furnace. Chars formed from pure
radiant heating should be evaluated for density, depth, and pore
size. Temperature gradients and surface recession should be
measured also.
Aerodynamic simulation with combined convective radiant
heating in 3 atmospheres should be carried out. Using the com-
bustion results from pure convective heating in inert and active
atmospheres, a heat of ablation can be experimentally deter-
mined for materials subjected to specific convective - radiant
heating ratios. Four heat transfer mechanisms must be con-
sidered for the Mars entry, 1) convective 2} combustion
3) incident radiation 4) reradiation Laboratory pyrolysis will
attempt to identify ablation products and char composition for
varied heating rates and atmospheres.
Thermal model proof tests and heat shield - structure inter-
face tests are included to obtain compatibility assurance between
design prediction and experimental performance.
2) Materials
a) Heat shield development
The heat shield material on the forebody {blunt end) of the
lander which is referenced in the conceptual design is considered
here. The fabrication of a very thin heat shield and any new
material orientations will be evaluated by limited mechanical,
thermal, and ablation testing. To sublimate the engineering
design and analysis extensive testing will be conducted on
small specimen level for thermo-physical properties. This
testing shall include effects due to all the environments (i. e. •
sterilization, space vacuum and temperatures entry heating
and etc. )to whichthe lander willbe subjected. Other specimens
will be furnished to the thermodynamics and structures devel-
opment program for evaluations.
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The reference heat shield design for the afterbody (30 degree
conical section) will be a thin skin beryllium shell Many
problems associated with beryllium as a thermo-structural
material have been overcome in recent design developments
(narneiy for the Minuteman missile). However, the Advanced
Mariner lander will be subjected to very adverse environments
which will require that this material be thoroughly evaluated
for the therrno-structural physical properties necessary for
the design analysis. Both elemental and full-scale tests will be
required. Samples will be cut from test afterbody sections
and evaluated for typical thermo-structural properties at tem-
peratures ranging from 500 ° to I500°F. Structure integrity
will be investigated on a fun scaled afterbody section under '
both hot and cold soak environments. Where high discontinuties
exist as the the results of these tests better fabrication tech-
niques and material properties will be found and proposed.
b) Thermal control coatings
Therrnal control coating will be applied to both this heat shield
and the beryllium afterbody. Typical primary materials are
vapor deposited aluminum and paints. A sealant coating must
be applied to the heat shield to provide a smooth surface. These
sealants are of the nature already developed for the Apollo
program. Studies will be conducted on thermal control coatings
to furnish the most desirable coating interrns of required pro-
perties and compatibility with the substrate. These studies will
include the effects of surface finish on the substrate uniformity
of thickness, bond strength, and ease of fabrication. Optical
proper_es wiU be measured after exposure for various lengths
of time to sirnulated space environrnents, including high vacuum,
ultra-violet irradiations, proton bombardment, micrometeorite
impact and extreme temperature cycling.
c) Seals, joints and insulators
A number of material interfaces exist on the lander. These
interfaces must fulfill several design functions, such as, a
sealer, insulator and load carrying member. One typical inter-
face would be the heat shield/aluminum-beryllium junction. At
this point the interface must be capable of withstanding high tem-
perature gradients pressure loads and thermo stresses. Several
silicone sealants and insulators have been developed for such
programs as Apollo and can be employed here,
d} Sterilization
All materials on the vehicle willbe steri_zed according to cur-
rent NASA specifications. Each materialwill be exposed to the
prescribed sterilization cycle and evaluated for mechanical and
thermal properties, structural integrity, optical properties and
dielectric properties. Any changes in material properties will be
defined and the effect on vehicle performance thoroughly evaluated.
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2.5.3. 13 Parachute Subsystem
The major categories for the parachute development plan are Engine-
ering Analysis, Subsystem Design, Development Testing, and Qualifica-
tion Testing, each of which is discussed below.
1) Engineering analysis
Engineering analysis for the development program should include
aerodynamic stability, aero-thermodynamic and dynamic loading
analyses of the drogue, and the main parachute assemblies. The
actuation system and sequence controller analyses should also be
carried out.
2) Subsystem design
The parachute subsystem is composed of three basic elements, all
of which are designed during this development program:
a) Drogue parachute, which includes drogue parachute sizing,
material, risers, etc., drogue mortar assembly, and inte-
gration of the dorgue parachute into the vehicle design.
b) Main parachute, including main parachute, deployment bag,
riser, and disconnect system, and integration of main para-
chute into vehicle design.
c) Actuation and sequencing system, including safing and
arming sequence, and electrical, mechanical, pyrotechnic
elements.
3) Development testing
The requirements for development test hardware, component test-
ing, and subsystem testing are outlined below.
a) Test Hardware requirements include Wind tunnel models
for vehicle-drogue and main parachute combinations for drag.
stability, and optimum riser length determination; G-switch/
timer switch drogue and main parachute deployment initiations
units, including the drogue mortar assembly; Rocket boost
vehicles for high Mach number drogue parachute testing, in-
cluding the following:
1 Determination of required test program for best Mars
entry simulation.
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?2 Selection of booster configuration to achieve test ponts,
3 Design of test vehicle to carry experimental drogue
•-'_c_t_r- drogue _,_..............,_;n parachnte qystems with deploy-
ment initiation systems.
b) Component Test requirements include Sterilization heat cycl-
ing tests on nylon and HT-1 and pyrotechnic and actuation de-
vices. For nylon the effect of the required sterilization heat
will be tested with an inert atmosphere on both materials
samples and full- or scale-model chute packs.
They also include long-term vacuum testing of nylon and HT-I.
is 30 days. Equipment required: 4 x 4 x 4 foot test space,
high vacuum chamber with large (Sp <__105 liters/sec) pumping
capacity at 10 .6 torr. Ultimate vacuum of chamber to be in
the range of 10 -8 torr. Also facility for solar heating of the
test specimen during vacuum test is desirable. Following
removal of test chute from pack after vacuum testing, physical
testing of fabric should take place to determine its post-flight
characteristic s.
The third component test requirement is acceleration testing
of g switch timer drogue chute deployment initiation controller,
up to a limit of I0 g.
c) Subsystem testing requirements include Wind tunnel testing
of vehicle - parachute configurations -- 17 to 15 tests at the
Mach number range of 0.5 to 4.5; Aerial drop tests of proto-
type subsystems with boiler plate vehicle. Drops will test
drogue chute deployment, including mortar operation, drogue-
vehicle stability, drogue chute drag, main chute deployment,
opening and final disconnect after impact. Number of vehicles-
2, number of drops - 12.
The third subsystem test requirement is for rocket booster
vehicle tests of drogue deployment and deceleration at high
IViach numbers to determine drogue deployment operations,
and drogue-vehicle stability. Number of tests - 6, and
number of vehicles -6. Test point range: 75, 000 feet altitude
and Mach I. 8 to 125, 000 feet altitude and Mach 4. 0.
For the subsystem tests instrumentation which is presently
contained in the CREE vehicle would be adaptable. This
instrumentation allows for in-flight source measurements and
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in-flight photographic coverage. For these tests standard
solid boosters could be used to obtain the desired performance
levels. In this series of flights, trajectories would be flownto
simulate dro£ue deployment conditions. To obtain these values,
trajectory flight paths would be chosen so that the desired para-
meters could be obtained.
4) Qualification testing
Qualification testing will be carried out in order to insure the
operability of the developed hardware after having been subjected
to all the anticipated environments. Environmental testing should
include the following:
a) Sterilization.
b) High vacuum - solar heating.
c) Shock.
d) Vibration.
e) Flight operation.
The items to be subjected to the above environmental tests are the
following: . _
a) Actuation devices.
b) Pyrotechnic devices.
c) Drogue mortar assembly.
d) Drogue parachute pack - canopy, lines, etc.
e) Main parachute pack - canopy, lines, etc.
2. 5.3. 14 Impact Attentuation Subsystem
The development plan for the impact attenuation system includes de-
tailed testing of materials and studies of fabrications xr_ethods.
The test program is divided into materials tests and configuration tests.
The material tests objectives are to supply data for the analysis and
design of the impact attenuation system and to evaluate the applicability
of various materials to the system (e. g., bonding agents, etc.). To
this end the materials testing program concerns itself with small-scale
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static and dynamic tests on the crushing strengths of specimens at
various orientations (an important effect in an anisotropic material
like aluminum honeycomb), strain rates, temperatures, and in various
g_"_'-+rie _._ _urther, environmental tests would be performed to
assure the usability of materials during or aiter exposure to steriliza-
tion, cold soak, radiation, and vibration.
The configuration test objectives are to prove out the design of the
impact attenuator in its full-scale spherical segment geometry and to
provide data to serve as criteria for the internal payload, Both well
controlled, well instrumented tests using rocket powered sleds and
proof-type tests involving drops of complete assemblies from air-
craft onto various terrains are included in this category.
Studies of fabrication techni0ues ranging from the m_.thnd of i_i_na
the honeycomb foils to the methods of laying up and assembling the
final spherical segments will be carried on with the test program.
Z. 5.3. 15 Lander Propulsion Subsystem
The propulsion development and qualification covers a period of 14
months and this period is broken down into 2 major phases, develop-
ment and qualification. The timing of these phases is shown in the
propulsion development plan, figure 30.
Proceeding the actual development is a period of approximately one to
two months during the final design phase during which the propulsion
system requirements are defined from a lander viewpoint. These
requirements are used as tl_e basis for the contract negotiations
between the vehicle and propulsion system contractors.
Following the negotiations there is a joint effort between the propulsion and
vehicle contractors to define further the actual performance and design
requirements. Out of this effort will evolve the final propulsion sys-
tern specifications.
I) Development
The fact that the propulsion system selected is a solid propellant
engine with modifications to a standard engine means that the
development effort will not be extensive. Basically the develop-
ment testing _-ill concern itself with the proving out of the modifica-
tions to the basic engine.
There is one exception to the above statement and that is in the
area of engine sterilization. The sterilization requirement is such
that the engine has to withstand without performance degradation
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a 135"C temperature soak period before launch. To date no com-
plete engine has gone through such a test, but because of associat-
ture no major difficulty is expected. Therefore, the tests in this
area will be to assure that the entire assembly will withstand the
sterilization environment.
2) Qualification
Once sufficient development testing has been completed the engine
qualification will be started. The qualification will be done ac-
cording to the test procedures arrived at and agreed to during the
development program. The primary objective will be to show
by test that the engine meets all specifications. The test will
si _,,1_+ ......... possible er exceed al! !a,_--nchand f!!ght en;_.ren -
ments preceeding and during flight.
Z. 5.3. 16 Lander Thermal Control Subsystem
Initial development work shall evaluate the fundamental thermal
characteristics of the lander design. The requirements c_ the thermal
control system are established by analytical testing, then later com-
pared with data obtained from development testing. The influence of
factors such as contract resistance across joints, and insulating
characteristics of heat shield and backface material can thereby be
measured. .
The first series of high vacuum testing will, therefore, take place with
a thermally true mockup model, a and _ values, projected to total
area as well as contact resistance across joints must be correct.
However, all electronic equipment can be simulated by electric heaters
which are incorporated in dummy boxes of correct mass and surface
characteristics.
Time constant response as well as interaction effects can he correctly
evaluated from this series. The main parameters will be: Solar
intensity (Earth and Mars), and "equipment" turned on or off.
In addition to the above major parameters the a and • values of electrom_c
boxes as well as contact resistance across attachment feet of same are
also studied. By varying the intensity of the dummy heaters beyond
the nominal values it is possible to study the limits of the overall
system.
The development work shall also form the basis for type approval
testing. With a good knowledge of gradients and temperature levels,
simplified and accurate placement of instrumentation for type approval
testing is possible.
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Finished vehicles with attached bus will undergo complete system
testing in a high vacuum chamber with solar simulation.
Existing chambers will not have sufficient size to allow complete solar
coverage of the assembled vehicle with all solar panels in fully ex-
tended position. However, this is not necessary as the influence of
active solar panels on the system is already known.
2.5.4 Ground Support Equipment
2. 5.4. 1 Electrical
The requirements for electrical ground support equipment (EGSE)
needed to support the bus and lander of the Advanced Mariner program
are indicated __n the lists below.
EGSE is required to test the following lander components:
Data and power handling equipment.
Power amplifier and converter.
Exciter.
Antenna and waveguide.
Batteries.
Engineering instruments.
Scientific instruments.
Pyrotechnics and rockets.
Sating and initiation components.
Cabling.
It is required to test the following bus components:
Data automation system.
Central computer and sequencer.
Telemetry subsystem.
S-Band transponder.
S-Band power amplifier and converter.
Command subsystem.
VHF receiver.
TV tape recorder.
Relay tape recorder.
Antennas: omni, hemi-omni, high gain, and helix.
Batteries.
Solar ceUs.
Power handling equipment.
Electro-optical sensors.
Rate integrating gyros and electronics.
Autopilot electronics.
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Reaction control system.
Scientific instruments.
Engineering instruments.
Pyrotechnics and rockets.
Safing and initiation components.
Cables.
It is required to test the lander and bus components in various stages
of assembly and after final assembly; to test the lander-bus interface
prior to mating of the lander to the bus; and to test the completely
assembled spacecraft prior to its mating to the booster. Portable
E GSE is required to test the spacecraft-booster interface prior to
mating of the spacecraft to the booster, and blockhouse EGSE is re-
quired to check out and monitor the mated spacecraft after mating
1-,,,4.. 1,-,_.f_ 1_,,_1._
The tests required on components, subsystems, systems, and for
preflight activities are briefly discussed below:
Equipment will be needed by quality control during acceptance tests
and during various in-house proof tests. The landed EGSE will be
located and used in class 10,000 c!ean rooms. Whenever possible
existing test equipment should be used to support the components. If
the required equipment is not already available, commercial test equip-
ment may be procured and mounted in suitable racks with associated
equipment. In those cases where the equipment is neither on-hand nor
commercially available, it shouid either be designed by the prime
contractor or subcontracted to a vendor. A matrix of the EGSE re-
quired to support bus and lander components is given in table 6. A
descrip_on of the test sets is given in following paragraphs.
1) Inertial test set
An inertial test set will be provided to support equipment that is
associated With inertial components. Equipment that will be tested
by the test set includes the reaction control system, the autopilot
electronics, the gyroscopes, and the associated electronics. The
test set will be used in conjunction with associated handling and
test fixtures..
2) Digital test set
A digital test set will be provided to support equipment that is
essentially digital in nature. Equipment that Will be tested by
the set includes the data handling equipment, data automation
equipment, and telemetry equipment. Included in the test set will
be an oscilloscope, a digital counter, a digital voltmeter, a
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power supply, and a signal simulator. The test set will be suit-
able for use in the factory, field, and b_ockhouse..
3) RF test set
An RFtest set, consisting of rack mounted microwave test equip-
ment, will perform tests onaLlRF components within the bus and
lander. Equipment included in the test set will be able to test the
RF equipment as components and assemblies. It can also be used
to check the RF equipment in the assembled lander and bus in the
factory, field, and blockhouse in conjunction with other test sets.
4) Power test set
A power test set will be provided to support efll_pment such _-s
batteries, power handling equipment, and solar cells. The test
set will be used with associated handling, test fixtures and sys-
tems, as follows:
a) Subsystems
Test equipment will be required to check the electrical and
electronic circuits within bus and lander assemblies during
acceptance tests, various proof tests, and during bus and
lander assembly. Whenever possible, the rf test set, the
digital test set, the power test set, and the inertial test set
wilt be used to check the performance of the assemblies.
A systems test set will be provided that wilt include any
additional equipment required during assembly tests as well
as include any control equipment required to coordinate test
activities. In addition to being suitable for use during as-
sembly tests, the systems test set will be suitable for use
during checks in the factory, field, and blockhouse.
b) Assembled bus and lander system
EGSE that is capable of demonstrating that the bus and lander
can reliably perform their essential functions will be provided
to the following test areas:
Acceptance Test Area - factory.
Proof Test Areas.
Spacecraft assembly Facillty.
Acceptance Test Area - AMR.
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TABLE 6
MATRIX -- EGSE VERSUS COMPONENTS .
Data Handling and Automation
Power Arnpllflers and Converters
Exciters
Antennas and Waveguides
Telemetry {Less RF}
Transponder
Tape Recorders
Power Handling Eqpt.
Batteries
Solar CeUs
Scientific Instrun_ents
Engineering Instruments
Pyrotechnics and Rockets
Safing and Initiation Components
Cables
Reaction Control System
Autopilot Electronics
Gyros and Electronics
Electro-Optica/Sensors
Antennas
Central Computer and Sequencer
V_
se___L
Vendor
Supplied
X
X
X
X
Test Test
Set Set
X
X
X
X
X
Test
Set Equip.
X
X
X
• X
X
X
X
X
X
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In the factory acceptance test area functional tests will be
performed on both the bus and the lander. Tests will be per-
formed on the lander both before and after it is sealed in the
sterilization ca__3ster. Checks ,::ill ag =_- _ perfor.._.ed on the
sealed lander after sterilization.
In the proof test areas functional checks will be performed on
the bus and lander at various times during the approval cycle.
All test sets being shipped to the spacecraft assembly facility
AMR and to the blockhouse will be subjected to various trans-
portation environments to provide assurance that the equip-
ment is structurally sound.
One set of EGS_; will suffice for each flight article for both
the spacecraft assembly facility and for the AMR acceptance
test facility. At the conclusion of the tests conducted at the
SAF, all EGSE will be transported to AMR.
c) Premate tests
Interface test equipment will be provided both to the SAF and
to ARM for providing assurance that the lander can be safely
mated to the bus. It will also be capable of providing assurance
that the bus can be safely mated to the booster.
.-
d) Preflight tests
The RFtest set, digital test set, and systems test will be
provided to support the space vehicle subsequent to its mating
to the booster.
The schedule shown in figure 36 indicates the general relation-
ships of the major activities in the program of developing both
the EGSE and the MGSE, which is discussed in the next
s ection below.
While the design is largely accomplished as early in the pro-
gram as possible based on the subsystem and system require-
mentss the design phase continues almost to the point of
system equipment availability to account for the possibility
of design changes.
Ground support equipment for components and subsystems is
required before that for systems and is shown as being avail-
able shortly after the start of procurement in the case of off-
the-sheLf items and as being available just prior to the start
of system testing in 1967.
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Systems GSE is actually composed partly of subsystem GSE
units as described above, but those units which pertain only to
systems handling checkout and test will be available for use
during the systems testing activities in i967.
All of this GSE after being used during the system testing
activities, is used again for the same purposes on the flight
vehicles, both at the SAF and at the launch site.
2. 5.4. 2 Mechanical
The handling concept for the Advanced Mariner bus and lander will
consist of a key handling pallet for each vehicle. The pallets will be
affixed to each structure at the start of their assembly cycle and
remain with each vehicle until mating operations are performed at the
factory and the field. The key handling pallets will be the major inter-
face between flight hardware and support equipment. Slings, containers,
transport equipment, and test fixtures will all mate with the pallets.
The mechanical equipment currently anticipated as necessary to sup-
port the Advanced Mariner is as follows:
I) Bus
Handling Pallet
A s s embly Dolly
Solar Panel Support Fixture
Transporter Stand
Protective Cover
MI and CG Adapter
Shipping Container, Solar Panels
Shipping Container, Batteries
Shipping Container, Structure
Shipping Container, ACS
Mating Kit Bus to BaOster
Sling, Bus Science Package
Sling, Communication Package
Sling, Power Supply
Sling, ACS
Sling, Propellant
Sling, Structure and Pallet
Sling, Solar Panels
Sling, Mating Bus to Booster
Calibration Slug, MI Machine
Shipping Container, M/ and CG Adapter
Shipping Container, Electrical GSE
Solar Panel Assembly Fixture
Pressurization and Checkout Kit
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2) Lander
Handling Pallet
A s s embly Dolly
Protective Cover
/vll and CG Adapter
Shipping Container
Mating Kit Lander to Bus
SLing, Lander and Pallet
Sling, Mating Lander to Bus
Installation Guide, Lander to Bus
Calibration Slug, MI Machine
Shipping Container, MI and CG Adapter
Shipping Container, Electrical GSE
Pressurization and Checkout Kit
The schedule shown in figure 36 indicates the design and development
of mechanical ground support equipment necessary to support the
Advanced Mariner bus and lander components. The design effort will
include the following:
Concept studies and illustrations.
Establish criteria.
PubLish program plan, schedules, etc.
Follow vehicle design interface definition.
Mass parameter requirement analysis.
Design calculations.
Layout and layout studies.
Drafting.
Materials coordination.
Schedule maintenance and reviews.
Vendor liaison £or special products.
The development efforts include the following:
Fabricate subsystem and system test models and fixtures.
Carry out tests of subsystem and system fixtures.
Report results and incorporate changes, if any,
The mechanical GSE follow-up effort should include the following:
Manufacturing and vendor Liaison.
Engineering changes to meet design requirements.
Design change requests and failure reports.
As indicated in the schedule, the MGSE is available for subsystem
handling during the assembly of the system test vehicle, which takes
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place from the third quarter of 1966 through the third quarter of 1967,
and it is therefore available for system handling during the system
tests. This equipment is subsequently used for handling _h_ [l_ght
vehicles after the completion of type approval testing.
2. 5. 5 Problem Areas
2.5.5.1 Bus
Two of the more critical problem areas for the bus are in the attitude
control program and the separation subsystem development program.
In the attitude control subsystem development program there is a
requirement for the development of nitrogen tanks, and these are
characteristically !ong lead time items.." not only are they basically
long lead time, but their design cannot be completed until much of
the rest of the design is finished, since the sizing of the tanks is
sensitive to many other aspects of the design, such as weights, moments
of inertia, and so forth.
The bus/lander separation subsystem development program is, in concep%
fairly straight forward. However, it is a highly complicated subsystem,
in which the liklihood of delays or trouble is greater than a simple
system. In addition to the single factor of complication, it is signi-
ficant that pyrotechnics are characteristically long lead time items
because of the exhaustive acceptance testing required.
2.5.5.2 Lander
Sterilization is the single most critical problem area with regard to
the lander. There is nothing in the conceptual design which is not con-
sidered sterilizable, but the severity of the requirement makes likely
the possibility of problems in this area.
In addition, the problem exists of meeting certain constraints in the
handling of the completed vehicle. This aspect of the problem is dis-
cussed in more detail in section 2. 4, sterilization, and section 2. 5a
system development.
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2.6 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
2.6. I Manufacturin_
A manufacturing plan closely integrated with the subsystem development
programs is required. The manufacturing organization should define pro-
ducibility methods during the design phase. Mockups should be available
not only to aid the 6esigners but to help the manufacturing personnel
understand the mounting of components or subsystems, checkout proce-
dures, and assembly procedures. The manufacturing plan should be
initiated as soon as the vehicle configuration is defined. Continual revision
of the plan is necessary as the design through drawing releases, becomes
firm. Integration of the basic fabrication, procurement, and assembly
+...__o._=1.... ,.._;*_ faci!itie s, ._^v__._.,,s, handling equipment, and checkout ur inspec-
tion requirements, also required regular updating of the manufacturing
plan. Requirements such as sterilization must be included in the plan.
The manufacturing organization should associate with the design organiza-
tion during the development and prototype fabrication phases of the program.
Much can be learned in handling techniques and component and subsystem
fabrication and assembly during the development test programs that will
be reflected in the manufacture of systems test and flight vehicles.
Milestone events that affect the manufacturing efforts must be clearly
defined. An example is the release of engineering drawings which must
be reviewed with respect to allowing sufficient time for processing, tool
design and fabrication, procurement and/or fabrication cycles, in-process
and final inspection times and sterilization, as required.
Q_ality assurance test procedures or inspection requirements must be
available at the proper time to a/low a continuous manufacturing flow.
Problem areas must be anticipated in time to a/low either corrective
action or an a/ternate approach to be established. By knowing current
status of the task and comparing it to the manufacturing plan and in turn
the program plan, problems can be analyzed with respect to schedules
and costs.
The manufacturing plan should be broken down into major tasks and sub-
tasks. A breakdown such as the following could be appropriate:
Major Task I Fabrication and Assembly of Lander
Subtask 1.1 External Strz/cture
Forebody
Afterbody
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Subtask 1.2
1.2.1
1. Z.Z
1.2.3
Subtask 1.3
Subtask 1o 4
Subtask I. 5
1.5.1
1.5.2
Subtask I. 6
Subtask I. 7
Subtask 1.8
Subtask I. 9
Subtask 1.10
Subtask 1.11
Major Task 2
Major Task 3
Major Task 4
Major Task 5
Internal Structure
Descent Phase
Landed Phase
Impact Attenuator System
Main Parachute System
Drogue Parachute System
Payload
Preentry to Descent Phase
Landed Phase
Umbilicals
Pyr ore chnic s
Final Assembly of Lander
Flight Proof or Qualification Test
Hardware
Field Spares
Packaging and Shipping
Fabrication and Assembly of Bus
Fabrication and Assembly of Vehicle
HandLing Equipment
Fabrication and Assembly of Elec-
trical Ground Support Equipment
Fabrication and Assembly of
Special Test Equipment
As design configurations become available, the manufacturing plan would
become more complete, and task and subtask effort definition would become
more detailed. Until the first test vehicle was finally completed and checked
out, the manufacturing plan would be a working document under constant re-
vision.
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2.8.2 Quality Control Plan
The q_]ity control program plan shou!d be designed to assure a high Ic'.-cl
of quality during development, fabrication, processing, assembly, inspec-
tion, test, maintenancet packaging, and shipping of subsystems and sys-
tems. All haxdware fabricated within the contractorts plant or at any
other source, should be controlled by documented inspection and test in-
structions at all points necessary to assure conformance to design require-
ments. Quality control will effectively control purchased rnaterials, work
subcontracted, and in-house fabrication and assembly by establishing
inspection and documentation requirements for all purchase orders and
ma,nufact_Iring orders.
To implement this control, the quality control effort covers three basic
areas of operation: planning, inspection, and measurements.
a, Ch.mlity Control Planning
Planning personnel will be responsible for reviewing the requirements
of the contract to make provisions for the special controls, processes,
test equipment, fixtures, tooling, and skills required for the program.
They also will be responsible for the correlatlon of inspection and
test results with manufacturing methods and processes and for pro-
riding appropriate review and action to assure compatlbility of manu-
facturing, inspection, testing, and documentation. They will also be
responsible for recognizing theneed for an initiating corrective action.
when necessary, to update testing techniques, instrumentation, docu-
mentation, and quality instructions and procedure s. Quality control
planners will prepare and issue inspection, test and documentation
procedures and instructions for specific nonreoccurring tasks that
arise during the implementation of the quality program and are not
covered specifically by the existing procedures and instructions, for
example, retesting after a rework or replacement operation.
b. Inspection and Acceptance Testing
The inspection personnel will be responsible for Performing the inspec-
tion and test operations as specified in the various work instructions,
such as test procedures and planning procedures and the preparation
of required recordsa logs, and data sheets. Inspection and acceptance
testing is basica/1y performed in three areas: receiving inspection,
in-process inspection, and acceptance tests.
c. Measurements
All data relative to purchased material quality level, in-house manu°
factured quality level, unsatisfactory vendors, vendor surveillance
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actions, corrective action reports, scrap and rework activities, and
1_.tcr_.1 1_--....:-.-- 1_^....1 ._.._.. o1_^..1,-1 h.b r_11_t'f_-r1 f_h111_f_ o _____d
statistically _yzedo
3 S_s_ms Testing
2.6. 3.1 Temperature Control Unit Systems Test
General system tests are to be carried out on a system composed of
real but not necessarily qualified hardware. W_ere possible all equip-
ment must be operative by remote control and performance charac-
teristics measured through GSE. From a thermal Point of view, sub-
stitution of actua_1 internal hardware with dummy heating loads is
acceptable. An equipment on the craft should be checked-out at
subsystem levels before instaJ!ation in the space chamber for the
temperature control test. Instrumentation lines and vital cabling are
carried through the chamber wall to read-out and GSE is placed out-
side. Before pump-down subsystems check-out is again made and
when successful the vacuum pumps are started. After steady pressure
(10 -5 torr or less) has been established, a simulated flight sequence
will be initiated: cruise mode-burning maneuver-cruise mode.
In order to evaluate the complete system, the testing is not confined
to specified mission time requirements, however for most severe
heat conditions, extended operating time durations (50 percent) should
be applied. Similarly, for most severe cold conditions, minimum
equipment operating times are used in order to ascertain that equip-
ment can be switched on at very low temperature levels.
The general system testing shall ascertain that no performance de-
gradation takes place in the temperature region 0-120°F and that no
malfunction or catastrophic failure occurs when equipment is switched
on between -15°F to 140°F. In addition, the therma.1 design must
bear out that the above limits are not exceeded during all operating
phases of the mission.
2.6. 3. 2 Systems Integration and Life Tests
The first sets of qualified subsystems hardware will be allocated to the
systems integration vehicle. Although there will be the usual amount
of interface control and system coordination up to this time, this second
spacecraft development vehicle will be the first time that representa-
tive hazdware will be truly integrated. To gain every advantage pos-
sible from this integration and test vehicle, an early detailed test
planning effort is programmed with adequate lead time to allow the
test engineers and technicimus to be thoroughly trained on each of the
principle subsystems by participating in the vendor qualLfication pro-
grams, as well as the assembly and test of the temperature control
vehicle.
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The first step in accomplishing the systems integration test program:
shown on figure 37 will be the bench mated electrical tests of the
various subsystems as they become available. Test cable attachments
and dummy loads will be used wherever required to gain early knowl-
edge of subsystems electricaI incompatibility, which can be fed back
into subsystem test and production, The beginning of mechanical
integration of the spacecraft systems will follow shortly after the
initiation of the bench test program to also identify what mechanical
changes are necessary as soon as possible. This bench and integra-
tion test will be conducted in conjunction with the assembly of the
vehicle to serve as a training of factory assembly and test technicians
as weLL
At such time as al! of the subsystems check out reaso_n2b!y well _*xd
can be subsequently assembled, detailed system testing will be
started. It is during this phase of the program that a complete "ring-
ing out" of all subsystems can be accomplished. Environmental con-
ditioning will be utilized whenever possible to verify the results of the
temperature control vehicle program. Subsystem operationaa and
design changes resulting from tests with this vehicle will be made
and verified prior to incorporation into other units. In the overall
plan the scheduling of this te st program is such to allow for maximum
use of this vehicle to test adequately a/1 design changes that may have
originated from any sources.
One of the final series of tests to be performed is the RFI test accord-
ing to accepted NASA standards. Due to the many rf subsystems on
board both the bus and lander, plus the complete dependence on the
DSIF commands for successful mission accomplishment, these 1LFI
tests willbe of utmost importance.
Although the test report to be issued is shown late in the test sequence,
a practice of daily status reports will be established so that all inter-
facing disciplines are cognizant of all problems as early as possible
and can take immediate actions as required.
Following the completion of the systems integration testing, a system
life test will be performed. The schedule for this activity as shown
in figure 38.
It is expected that it will take about two months to refurbish and ship
the vehicle to the life test site. The refurbishment will allow for the
addition of any small changes or the repair of any minor damage
done during the integration tests.
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lOnce at the test site, the vehicle will be set up in the high vacuum
chamber, assembled in flight configuration, and checked out to be
s d_e t1_t a11 the subsystems and components are working properly.
The test is conducted so as to represent as accurately as possible a
real mission with all time spans being the correct ones. Some -_aria-
tion from a completely correct mission will have to be allowed w how-
ever, because _f problems in handling certain pyrotechnic sequences,
for example, such as disposing of the sterilization canister in a one g
environment. Solutions to these problems are not critical, however,
as long as the element of maintaining mission life is not disturbed,
and as long as certain events such as engine starts can be carried out
after prescribed lengths of time. To the greatest extent possible,
this test should represent an actual flight: and if possible, the
chamber vacuum should be maintained for a full 280-day mission sim-
ulation.
The test will be concluded about three months before launch in 1969t
allowing for the possibility of minor changes in the nonsterilized por-
tion of the spacecraft prior to flight.
It is expected that it will take about one month to remove the vehicle
and equipment from the chamber.
2.6.3. 3 Strxlctures System Tests
During the early stages of development testing certain element and
full scale tests will be conducted on the structure in support of the
final design and ana.lysis. Up to this point a complete lander assembly
will not be available, since final design release will not have occurred,
When the third complete structural system is available certain system
tests must be conducted to verify the final design analysis and to sup-
port other dynamic analyses by establishing influence coefficients.
These system tests shall be conducted in three phases: I) static tests
based around the critical design environments, Z) vibrational tests
to establish frequency responses and natural modes, and 3) additional
static tests to failure.
The first phase, static tests, is essential in the design of a lander to
substantiate that a11 areas of stress concentration have been fully
evaluated in the structural analysis and design. In the previous devel-
opment programs only element and/or full scale subsystem tests were
conducted to develop the structural design and hence, the final struc-
tural design wiU not have been tested as a system. This test shall
perform this function and hence support the structural analysis. All
critical environments imposed on the design o_ the lander shall be
- 104-
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simulated in the test condition as static loads programmed to actual
time functions. Only limit (operational) loads shall be applied initially.
Full instrumentation of this test will be required, including strain and
deflection measurements. The displacement data wiU then be used to
obtain the influence coefficients necessary in the final a_nalytical
dynamics analysis of the lander.
While this data i's being reduced and reviewed in terms of the final
designs the second phase, vibration testss of the structural system
test program will be performed. The first requirement here is that
the lander be capable of withstanding the critical vibration environ-
ments during the flight history. These usually exist during spacecraft
launch from Earth. Full range random and sinusoidal input loadings
-_.211 _
w,,, b_ appl/ed and lander responses recorded. Any damages noted
will be rectified on the test specimen and in the design release.. This
test will also substantiate the analytical model used in the dynamics
analysis.
The second requirement is that the natural frequencies and transmissio
bilities of the lander must be known in order that guidance systems
can be properly designed for both the launch vehicle and spacecraft.
This basically requires two types of testing, 1) free-free model re-
sponse test independent of interfaces (launch vehicle or flyby/bus)
and Z) the complete spacecraft (lander and flyby/bus) response test
where the natural frequencies and transmissibilities will be evaluated
to ensure that dynamic coupling does not exist between pertinent sys-
tems which could hinder guidance and control systems on both the launch
vehicle and flyby/bus.
After the _ribration test program completion this same unit will be
returned for the third phase, complete ultimate static tests to final
failure. The primary purpose of the ultimate test program is to
substantiate the final structural analysis margins of safety. In order
to accomplish t.his, ultimate loads (factor of safety times limit loads),
under the same design environments established for the phase one
limit static tests will be applied to the structural system. All instru-
mentation used previously will be again employed with empl_sis on the
strain datas which is necessary to determine the margins of safety.
Finally, the static loads will increase beyond the ultimate condition to
the onset of failure, the specimen repaireds and tests repeated over
again under different conditions until all critical conditions have been
explored. Thus complete knowledge of the modes of failure and mar-
gins of safety can be obtained. Even though this test is basically a
verification tests results can feed into the final design prior to the
first flight unit fabrication.
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In conjunction with the lander system, testing, the bus wiLl be subjected
to the spectrum of vibration loads corresponding to the inputs during
the various operational modes, i.e. : from the boost, _ cruise m---de
attitude control, and main propulsion thrusting and thrust vector
control. A check will be made to determine whether equipment and
flyby/bus structure are constrained within the dynamic envelope.
Static structural load tests will be conducted combining the maximum
axial and transverse loads and increasing these loads by the amplifi-
cation factor to get the total maximum loads in each operational mode.
Specifically, the spacecraft-booster adapter section and the flyby/bus-
lander adapter section will have to be structurally tested in the launch
mode. For the other modes of operation, the critical interface will
be the solar panel hinges.
Z. 6.3.4 Type Approval Testing
A completely assembled lander and bus should be subjected to a Type
Approval Test. This testing should be performed for two configura-
tions; the capsule and bus mated to form one assembly and the capsule
and bus as individual units. The major objectives of the testing of
these configurations is as follows:
1) Lander type approval test
a) Demonstrate that the performance of the lander remains
within specification requirements before, during, and after
environmental exposure as required.
b) Demonstrate that the hardware can withstand the heat
sterilization cycle with a sufficient factor of safety.
c) Demonstrate that the lander as packaged for shipment
can withstand the shock and vibration conditions associated
with handling and transportation and in the unpackaged con-
figuration can withstand any unfavorable climatic conditions
associated with storage.
d) Demonstrate that the heat balance of the lander is such
that while being exposed to a vacuum and the level of solar
energy existent between Mars and Earth the temperature of
the capsule will be within specified limits.
e) Demonstrate the functional capability of the sterilization
cannister removal system and parachute system.
f) Prove that the crushup mechanism will function as re-
quired.
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Z) Bus type approval teat
a) Demonstrate that the performance of the bus remains
within specified requirements before, duringj and after
environmental exposure as required.
b) Demonstrate that the bus as packaged for shipment can
withstand the shock and vibration conditions associated with
handling and temperature and if the unl_ckaged configuration
can withstand unfavorable climatic conditions associated with
storage.
c) Demonstrate that the heat balance of the bus is such that
while being exposed to a vacuum a_d the solar radiation
intensity existent between Mars a__d Earth, the temperature
of the bus will remain within limits.
3) Lander and bus assembl]r t_pe approval test,,
a) Demonstrate that the lander-bus assembly will function
in accordance with specification requirements before, during,
and after exposure to expected environments.
b) Demonstrate that the lander-bus assembly can withstand
the shock and vibration associated with the boost pl_se of the
mission cycle. "
c) Demonstrate that the heat ha.lance of the lander-bus assembly
is such that under exposure to vacuum and solar radiation
varying from that level existent near the earth to the level
existent near _v_rs is such tJ_t the operating temperature of
the lander-bus assembly will remain within limits.
d) Demonstrate the functional capability of the bus-lander
separation system.
4) Environments considered
The environmental conditions that should be used for the Type
Approval tests are listed in table 7. Sand and Dust, Salt Fog,
and Fungus testing are not included due to the fact that the
expected logistics preclude the possibility of exposure to these
environments. As a safety measure, an explosive atmosphere
test is included to help safeguard against accidents on the launch-
ing pad. Also required is an 1_ Fo Interference test.
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TABLE ?
Transportation Handling, and Storage
a. Handling Shock
b. -Bench Handling
c. Drop Test
d. Humidity
Manufacturing
a_ Explosive Atmosphere
b. RF _terference
Powered Flight
Vibration
Staging and Ignition Shock
Static Acceleration
b.
C°
Flight
a°
b.
Vacuum Temperature
_rs Entry Deceleration (Lander only)
5) Test methods
a) Preflight environments
The preflight environments of transportation shock and vi-
bration and humidity are nonoperating tests which should be
performed in accordance with applicable Mil Standard speci-
fications. As such this testing does not warrant any special
discussion.
The Type Approval sterilization dry heat cycle test require-
ment is for three 36 hour temperature soak cycles at 145"C.
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b) Safety environments
(I) Explosive atmosphere
For the explosive atmosph=re test, the capsule and
bus assembly will be installed in a chamber containing
an explosive mixture of fuel and air. While being
exposed to this atmosphere, the capsule-bus assembly
will be operated in the same manner as will be done
during prelaunch checkout. This test will guard against
the possibility of a catastrophy on the launch pad.
(2) RF interference
Tests will be performed to determine if the electrical
equipment aboard the capsule-bus assembly can emit or
be susceptible to signals which could be dangerous to
range safety. Further, evaluation of rf interference
characteristics with respect to cross talk between
channels which results in degradation of quality of trans-
mitted data will be tested. This test will be performed
on the bus-lander assembly and the two units separately.
Testing may be done without roler paddles and with simu-
lated internal power.
c) Powered flight environments
(I) Vibration
This testing should consist of random vibration tests
and a simusoidal sweep vibration test. For this testing,
a group of thrusters (small shakers) can be used. The
shakers should be programmed to operate in phase or 180
degrees out of phase for a push-pull operation as required
by the configuration of the particular test. For this
testing, the vibrations should be applied through the
booster attaching ring. This test would be a nonoperatlng
test. Upon completion of the test, the operation of the
lander-bus assembly should be verified for conformance to
specification requirements.
(2) Shock
Shock testing should be performed to simulate shocks
produced by staging and ignition shocks that occur during
the boost phase of flight. To perform the testing, the
-109-
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capsule-bus assembly will be affixed to a free fall drop
test machine. "me shock will be applied through the
The test will be a nonoperating test. Upon completion of
the required shock testing the operati_,n of the 1under'bus
assembly should be verified for conformance to the speci-
fidation.
d) Extra-terrestrial flight
(I) Vacuum-temperature
A test vacuum condition simulating the apace en_ron-
ment should be performed on the lander-bus assembly
and the lander and bus separately. This testing will
need to be done in a space chamber that is capable of main-
taining a vacuum of at least 10 -5 tort. The chamber
must be equipped with a source of simulated solar radia-
tion which can be varied in intensity from the level that
occurs near Earth to that near Mars. The walls of the
chamber should simulate the infinite heat sink of outer
space.
Throughout the performance of this test all hardware
must be operating. The test essentially will serve as a
short duration flight simulation test during which the
complete flight of the space vehicle from the earth to
Mars can be simulated on the ground. The test will be
programmed to evaluate the heat balance of the space
vehicle throughout the interplanetary flight and demon-
strate that all equipments can function as required under
the environment of interplanetary space. The duration
of the test will be made as short as possible yet be long
enough to evaluate the effect of continuous outgassing on
the performance of the sateLLite.
For economic reasons based upon the presently available
test equipments, this testing can be limited to a vacuum
of 10-5 tort and use of solar simulator that is deficient
in energy in the range below wave lengths of 1900A.
This will preclude evaluation of cold welding effects and
the degradation of surface finishes due to exposure to
solar radiation. Presently, such evaluations are only
feasible in small space chambers. However, by 1968
there may be large space chambers available which can
i
!
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maintain vacuum conditions of 10-9 torr and solar sim-
ulators that include simulation of the solar energy below
wave lengths of 1900 A.
(2) Mars entry deceleration
The capsule should be subjected to a centrifuge test to
simulate the level of deceleration that it will experience
on entry into the Mars atmosphere. This test can be
performed in conjunction with the boost phase accelera-
tion test using the same centrifuge.
During this test the equipment must be operating. The
operation of the equipment should be evaluated for com-
pliance to the specifications during and after exposure
to the deceleration environments.
2.6.3.5 Sterilization Unit Assay
The primary concept of sterilization verification for this program is
the monitoring, during assembly of lander components and subsystems,
of sample hardware, and biologically seeded specimens. On a con-
tinual basis these samples will be cultured both before and after
sterilization by dry heat to determine biological burden and to check
for sterility, respectively. Inasmuch as this will be done many times
and in connection with all the subsystems of the lander, assurance
is gained that the entire lander will be sterile if every part in it is
exposed to the required environment. This tec.hnique is the best
possible approach to a statistically acceptable method for determining
s te rilization.
In addition to this method, however, it is planned to examine one
entire lander that has been assembled and sterilized exactly in the
manner of flight hardware. While this adds little to the statistical
guarantee of sterilization, it affords the opportunity to examine in a
sterile environment, a lander which is thought to be sterile. It is
planned that this lander will be disassembled down to the smallest
components, and cultured to determine the presence of live organisms.
The culturing of this vehicle would be carried out in a sterile facility
and would be accomplished in basically two ways : small parts such
as resistors, transistors, capacitors, and diodes, which could
possibly contain organisms internally will either be broken or crushed
and cultured in liquid agar. Other parts which, because of their con-
struction or fabrication technique could contain no internal organisms,
such as sheet metal, if both sides are exposed, or wire, if the insula-
tion is stripped, will simply be painted with a type of agar which will
adhere to the parts in sufficient quantities to promote biological repro-
duction.
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2. 6.
In the event that this exercise yielda entirely negative results, then
sterility is assured at least to the degree established by the sampling
process. In the event, however, that living or_nniRr___R __re f_,,_,_.
tllere will be a specific indication of a sterilization problen_. First,
it will be known from what part the organisms came from, and
second, it may be possible to tell what type of orgsnism it is. Any
evidence of organisms found in this manner will most probably be
evidence of some handling problem which can immediately be cor-
rected, but which may not have been evident because of the nature
of the sampling system.
4 l:_'oblem Areas
2.6.4.! Bu_
The principal systems problem area on the bus is concerned with the
mission duration of about 280 days. During this time, some sub-
systems must remain inactive, then be operated at the end of the
flight, while others, such as the attitude control subsystem must
operate throughout the mission. This diversity of system operational
requirements imposes a severe reliability requirement, and identifies
the principal potential problem area for the bus.
2.6.4.2 Lander
The single most outstanding problem area for the lander system is
the imposition, as a result of the sterilization requirement, of con-
straints in handling and test procedures. Once the sterilization can-
nister is sezled, no further access can be had to the system without
destroying sterility, for s.ll practical purposes. Testing procedures_
the handling of test data, and in fact even the general philosophy of
post sterilization system handling must be different from that expected
with a typical spacecraft, Launch site test planning, for example,
must be carried out before the design of the cannister is complete, so
that the umbilical will contain the correct number of leads. When
testing of the sealed unit is carried out, any decision of whether or
not to repair anything is not a minor replacement task, but rather a
major decision of whether or not to replace the entire spacecraft, or
repair and resterilize, which involves opening the cannister, and at
least partially disassembling the lander.
This major departure from normal handling methods is likely to cause
delays and problems unless planning for this type of l_andling is care-
fully carried out,
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Z. 7 FLIGHT HARDWARE
Z.7. I Spacecraft Assembly
Final assembly integrates all the components, subsystems, systems and
associated tubing and cabling into a vehicle that will accomplish the mis-
sion under the applicable environn_ents.
Prior to assembly of the flight vehicles, experience will have been gained
during mockup and test unit fabrication and assembly. Mockup assembly
will eliminate interferences between components, brackets, structures,
and major subassemblies. Cable and tubing routing will be established.
Assembly and checkout procedures can be refined.
Test unit fabrication and assembly tasks will offer the additional opportun-
ity to eliminate problems that affect the final assembly task.
During the test unit fabrication and assembly phase, such support hard-
ware as mechanical ground handling equipment, electrical ground support
equipment, and test support equipment will undergo appropriate mechan-
ical and electrical test integration with the test units. This again min-
imizes problems during the final assembly phase of the flight deliverable
vehicles.
It is estimated that the final assembly of both lander and bus and the final
integrated testing of the two major assemblies will take four months. The
actual assembly of the vehicles is not the governing task during final assem-
bly. The quality control testing at all levels of assembly constitutes the
major time allocation during this phase.
Component, subsystem, and system electrical checkout and subsequent
debugging will probably cause changes to the time phasing of the assembly
plan. The time a/located for this task must include a factor for some
rework. The assembly plan must a/so take anticipated problems of a
minor nature into account;, and, therefore, must be relatively flexible.
The final assembly of the lander as visualized would proceed as follows:
The lower section of the lander payload sphere is joined with the upper
section, both containing units of scientific payload. Antenna and acceler-
ometers are installed next, followed by assembly of the flotation shell
and addition of the flotation liquid. The sphere separation shell is added
next, followed by attachment of the impact attenuator segments. The re-
sulting landed subassembly is attached to the forebody assembly, and the
afterbody assembly is attached in the last major step before checking out
and sealing in the sterilization comnauter. A detailed discussion of this
procedure may be found in Volume III, section 3.3.
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The final assembly of the bus will be handled in a more flexible manner.
Since the system installation is primarily mounting components and sub-
_y_telns to a structural framework, accessibility is not as great _ prob!e.-_
as with the lander. The sequence inst_11__tion of the subsystems would
therefore Drobobly become overlapping v.'_d only a few cases where instal-
lation of one part causes an accessibility problem of another part for
either installation or checkout, would a particular sequence of assembly
be needed.
The last phase of final assembly is the final mating of lander and bus and
the subsequent final systems checkouts.
The basic flow plan for final assembly of the Advanced Mariner vehicle
_o:- o,,vw_-_....... ,u figure 7. It is cJcpected that, of the four months to accomplish
the task, more than half the time will be required for quality control func-
tions.
Z. 7.2 Field Operations
The field operations group will be the "outside" activity to support the
systems analysis and control group. As a result, this group wiU have a
support responsibility to accomplish the same over-all program integra-
tion and control tasks, plus the prime technical responsibility for the
flight operations at the launch site. During the early phases of the devel-
opment program field operations specialists will coordinate and/or inte-
grate with the appropriate customer agencies, associated booster con-
tractors, and subsystem suppliers to aid in the development of systems
and subsystems definition and requirements specifications for program
control. In some cases these representatives of this group will be physi-
cally located at the various facilities to obtain maximum knowledge for
accurate judgement in each assigned area.
As the program progresses through the subsystem test and qualification
programs at the vendors, these resident personnel, who have become
specialized in each of these subsystems, can return to aid in the accom-
plishment of a more effective in-house system integration test program.
After the completion of these in-house test programs, they would be
assigned to the launch site operations staff to direct a_i/or participate
in the conduct of the AMR first vehicle preflight operations plus the nor-
mal preflight checkout test program of the subsequent vehicles. Included
in these preflight operations would be the usual booster integration pro-
gram. This series of field assignments will culminate in the responsi-
bility for spacecraft launch operations, the most in,portant phase of the
field operations group.
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[The nature of the Mariner mission requi-res continued wide spread flight
operations and command tie-in for several months after launch. These
speci_!ized assi s ...... ats to _o,_ _ _ .-....._- atat,_,._ ,t,,u £oi-cuTzt&nd ceniers will be
well suited to these trained total systems-oriented field operation staff
tech_xicidns and engineers.
Z. 7.3 Preflisht Activities
Figure 39 in the schedules section outlines the type of AMR Preflight
Activities program planned for the Advanced Mariner.
When the system integration tests have been completed with the number
two spacecraft development unit, it will be refurbished , checked out,
hipp g " p tibilibl andand s ed _n _h_ 1_.n,-1., _;+o +., _-o _ _ I ..... _ --- -
integration program. In this way the program will not be subject to a
delay due to the final assembly and checkout of any of the flight units. It
is expected that two launch pads will be available for each lander oppor-
tunity which practically doubles the launch pad readiness programs, em-
phasizing the importance of an early start.
Representatives of the field operations group who participated in the
systems integration test program, will be responsible for the conduct of
this compatibility and integration program. Much of the spacecraft sys-
tems test knowledge and techniques developed by this group on the sys-
tems test can be directly applicabl e to those similar portions of the launch
site tests. In addition, the prior coordination and interface responsibilities
with the launch site and booster vehicle contractors will no-** be applied to
hardware integration of the total complex and launch vehicle.
The final ground support equipment compatibility program will also be
conducted during this program. Although much of the spacecraft GSE
will be similar to equipment already in use at all of the other program
facilities, the launch pad requirements, booster vehicle GSE, and launch
control equipment operations will not have been integrated with the space-
draft GSE until this time.
The flight vehicles will arrive at the launch site for the final phases of
the compatibility and integration program, at which time the actual space-
craft and boosters are mated.
Total system checkouts will be performed with these vehicles with spare
spacecrafts available for each launch site in" case of unrepairable failure.
The last step of the preflight program will be the countdown sequence to
launch°
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Z. 8 SCHEDULES
Assembied in this section of the development plan are schedules of the pro-
gram activities.
Shown first in fi6-,ure 8 is a mission schedule showing launch and arrival dates
for the two sets of launches being planned.
Shown second in figure 9 is an overall summary of the entire program leading
to the 1969 launch. In support of this are shown in figures I0 through 44 de-
tailed schedules of all the significant activities of the program, including de-
tails of the 1971 launch which are not shown on the summary.
Z: 9 FAC!L!_T!ES
This section indicates some unusual facilities which will be needed for the
program preceeded by a discussion of the planning steps which shouldbe carried
out by the prime contractor prior to the acquisition of any new facilities.
A five-step method for facilities planning is considered here. It accounts for
a variety of problem areas, of which two can be relatively significant: the
allocation of facilities either presently being used or already planned and the
methods of acquisition of any facilities which may be required in addition.
Following go-ahead, the first step in developing a facilities plan is identifying
the job, which in this case includes final design, subsystem development, fab-
rication, and testing activities. Knowing these types of requirements and the
approach being taken with regard to design concepts, critical sizes, and so
forth, the facilities required for the job can be determined. This determination
is the second step of the facilities planning.
The determination of facilities required involves not only a determination of
the type required, but also the required degree of capability. For some types
of environmental tests, for example, a vacuum of 10 -5 torr is adequate, while
for others, such as certain materials or lubrication tests, 10 -? tort may be
required along with additional capabilities, such as solar simulation (which in
itself is accomplished in a variety of ways, depending on the specific require-
ment). It is important therefore at this stage of the plan development to iden-
tify only those facilities or degree of facilities which are actually required for
completion of the program to the satisfaction of all the technical requirements.
The third step, which should actually be carried 6n continually as a function of
corporate "housekeeping" is the identification of all the facilities available and
presently planned within the company. Comparison of availability and require-
ments should then be made.
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This comparison, which is actually the fourth step o/the plan development, in-
volves the first of the two problem areas mentioned above--that of the allocation
........................ _ itturns out that
required facility is available in the company, but scheduled for another pro-
gram, then action must be taken to assure availability of another one for
Advanced Mariner. This action could involve either rescheduling the other
activity or acquiring a separate capability.
An item-by-item comparison of requirements versus facilities available with
regard to anticipated scheduling will generate a preliminary list of any facil-
ities which may be required in addition to those available and will also supple-
ment the loading information on existing facilities to reflect Advanced Mariner
impact.
_e last step is the one of deciding how the required facility will be acquired.
This decision process is essentially the second of two problem areas defined
above-- acquisition method.
Generally, there are three ways of obtaining a facility capability--buy it,
rent it, or subcontract out the portion of work requiring the use of the facility.
Each of these possibilities has its attendant problems, and each possibility
must be examined in the light of the nature of the facility. For example, St
may be quite realistic and even desirable to rent the. use of an environmental
chamber rather than to build one at great expense of dollars and lead time,
possibly thereby jeopardizing the timely completion of the program. On the
other hand, from a technical standpoint, it would not be sensible to rent the
use of an outside clean room for production or assembly purposes. This
would introduce a great many transportation and communications problems
which could only be avoided by building the required room in the prime con-
tractor plant.
When each of the items on the list has been examined in this manner, and
decisions made about how procurement will be accomplished, who the suppliers
and vendors will be and who the construction contractors will be, for example,
then the facilities plan will be complete. It will be known then exactly what is
required what is available, what the net need is, and how what is needed will be
obtained, thereby assuring adequate facilities for the program.
The following list is intended not to be the list resulting from a complete facil-
ities plan as described above, but rather a general list of the more significant
facilities required for the Advanced IMariner Program which would not be
ordinarily available in spacecraft contractor plants. The list is subdivided
into areas of different types of activity.
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Z. 9. l Subsystem Development
Z. 9. I. 1 Bus Propulsion
A drop tower facility for creating a zero g environn_ent is required to
determine performance of the surface tension baffle system to be used
for positive expulsion of the propellant.
2_ 9. I. 2 Lander Aerodynamics
Both continuous and blowdown types of wind tunnels will be required
for tests at various h4ach numbers up to 5.0 in the case of the blow-
down tunnel.
Z. 9. I. 3 Lander Thermodynamics and Materials
Arc facilities capable of reproducing the expected entry heating char-
acteristics will be required. These facilities should be capable of
performing both shear tests, in which the gas is passed uniformly over
the sample surface, and also "splash" tests, in which stagnation data
are taken. These facilities should have the capability of reproducing
not only convective heating, but also radiative heating.
2.9.1.4 Parachute Subsystem
A rocket testing range will be i;equired for the necessary drogue de-
ployment and deceleration tests, These tests will require allthe usual
range facilities, plus six instrumented sounding type rockets and asso-
ciated handling equipment.
A wind tunnel will be required for configuration testing ranging in
speed from 0.5 to 4. 5 Mach.
Aircraft and associated facilities will be needed to conduct drop tests
of the prototype subsystems with a boiler plate lander. Aircraft must
be able to perform in excess of 50, 000 feet.
2.9. I. 5 Impact Attenuation Subsystem
A rocket sled facility is required to perform instrumented impact tests
at speeds of 200 ft/sec.
Aircraft and associated facilities will be required to conduct a series
of drop tests onto various terrain. Aircraft must be able to operate
at low speeds of up to about 200 miles per hour.
-149-
2.9.1.6 Sterilization
Clean room facilities for assembly of both subsystems systems are
required. The facility is discussed in detail in the Sterilization Sec-
tion of the plan and need only be briefly mentioned here. This facility
should be basically a class 100 clean area, of about 12, 000 ft 2 usable
area. and contain an oven for terminal heat sterilization, which should
be about 20 ft3." The sterilization oven should be duplicated at the
launch site.
This facility should contain within it several items of equipment which
while not basically unusual, are considered here because of the require-
ment that they be usable only in the clean room, since transfer in and
out is not practical.
Automatic particle counter.
Pelton-type balancer.
Moment of inertia machine.
Inspection tooling and fixtures.
Miscellaneous inspection and test equipment.
Z. 9. 2 System Development
2.9.2. I Temperature Control System Test
A space chamber will be needed of sufficient size to accept the entire
spacecraft and supporting mounts, but not necessarily with solar panels
attached. 10 -5 tort or less must be maintained, and solar simulation
should be available.
2.9.2.2 System Integration and Life Tests
The life test will require the continuous services of a space chamber
for nearly the entire year 1968. The chamber should be similar to
the one required for temperature control testing, but should, if pos-
sible, be able to accept the spacecraft with solar panels extended.
Z. 9.2.3 Type Approval Test
A large dynamic vibration facility will be needed to simulate launch
environment, and a space chamber similar to the above will be re-
quired for simulated mission testing.
A centrifuge will be needed to simulate deceleration of the lander into
Mars - a capability of 63,000 g pounds will be required.
-150-
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2.9.2.4 Sterilization Assay
For this effort a sterile facility will be required to disassemble the
lander and develop cultures.
2.9.2.5 Flight Hardware
For assembly or flight hardware the same clean room facility and
sterilization oven described above will be required.
For prelaunch activities hanger facilities and test support facilities
for all the required tests will be needed. Briefly, the tests which
must be supported are the following:
All RFI te sting.
GSE Compatibility Testing.
Booster Interface Testing.
Flight Vehicle Checkout.
Preflight and Booster Inegratiom
f
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B. 0 COST PLAN.
3. l INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the cost plan is to estimate the cost of doing the things called
out in the development plan in the manner that they are planned there and at the
times indicated in the schedules. These costs, as well as all the others pre-
sented are governed by several ground rules which are indicated in the following
list.
THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT GROUND RULE FOR COSTING PURPOSES
IS THAT NOI]-IING GOES WRONG. THIS IS NEVER COMPLETELY TRUE,
"I_TTT _T T ¢'_J7_ _T-T1L "_ D _-'A_-_D T¢-_ TTTT_/"'_'I;" TT-TI_ TI_.A'_D A/"'T /-',1_ TII_I"ITT"_LT 1_ 1_ -'_1_1"_
ON HIS OWN EXPERIENCE.
Hardware Covered:
Bus, Lander, and Bus/Booster Interface Only.
Number of Units Covered - 1969 Launch.
System Test - Five Vehicles.
Flight - Four Vehicles, (two Flight and Two Spare).
Number of Units Covered - 1971 Launch.
System Test - One Vehicle.
Flight - Four Vehicles (Two Flight and Two Spare}.
Subsystem Development is carried out for the 1969 launch but not for the
1971 launch.
Vehicles used in 1971 are, for costing purposes, identical copies of those
used in 1969.
Hardware costs are those associated with
The Fabrication and Quality Control of Four Flight Units.
Fabrication and Quality Control of Flight Hardware GSE.
Acceptance Tests of Flight Hardware.
Spacecraft Field Support.
Development costs are all the other program costs and can be classed in
three ways:
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Costs associated with the five system test units.
Support costs such as
Management
Reliability
Quality Assurance
Documentation
Sub system development costs.
The dollar figures shown are total dollars, defined as including the following:
Direct labor.
Labor overhead
Materials.
Materials handling.
Tr ave1.
Consultants.
Computer time.
General Administration-
Referring to Figure 45, it can be seen that the most expensive single year is
1966, since most of the development activities occur then.
While the 1965 costs may seem high in terms of budgetary considerations, it is
noteworthy that most of the costs occur after the start of fiscal year 1966. The
only costs occurring earlier are the prelimlnary design and sterilization planning
of the two competing contractors.
Most of the manufacturing costs are incurred in 1967 and 1968; for that reason
they are the second two most expensive years.
5. Z SUGARY COST PLAN
Figures 46 through 60 present summaries of program costs. These costs agree
with the schedule shown in figure 45, and include the types of costs defined in the
introduction to the cost plan above. The following discussion identifies generally
the major elements of cost for each line item shown in the summary cost tabula-
tion.
3.2. I Cost Category Descriptions
Described below, principally in outline form, are definitions of what
significant costs are included in each of the line items shown in figures 46
through 60.
i
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Z. 397 Z, 39
1.344 le?Z5 Z0093 Z. 067 1,1941 1,240 434 II, 04_
J Z. 607, 4.710 , 3.161 1.081 94 54 11.?0'
] : t
1,380 685 Z. 06!
405 $3 39 10 50'
='. 787 437 $, _.d
I. lZZ 1o 320 Z. 44;
Z. Z40 I, 600 3, 841
330 350 117 T_r
l. $50 : 580 Z. 131
!
17 17 17 5_
8?2 89_
?-.663 333 Z.99_
548 4)Q crtJ
1.116 4Z0 35 ) 3 _.$7!
1.990 1.954
l. 635 1.83_
421 421 84;
245 155 99 4_
Z. 700 1. 800 1. 800 6. 304
Z7 Z7 2*6 8(
11.572 Z3,404 ?,66? 16.144 7,09Z |,035 68 68.08_
4,756 ?..361 10065 411 108 30 8,931
Z3k 47Z 94 80;
Z80 Z, Z55 Z, 53!
494 4_
26 764 IIZ 90;
429 429 8_
6Z0 8Z0 SZ0 Z, 464
1,950 2° 028 %Z . 344 140 % S. 57.1
19Z 26, Z£S 108 108 137 !,071
146_ 198 194 168 9_ 3Z ,S_
i 47, 478145, 23318, '3911', 36'10, 790 _-, 5'0 50Z ISI.60J7,704
Figure 46 1969 & 1971 LAUNCHES - TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COST
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CALENDAR yF.AR
Prel. Design
Syst. Anal & Is_.
F1na| E)es _n
Devel. Prog:
TV
Payload PI&L
Comm. L P_r
Attitude Cont.
Propulsicea
Temp. Con_.
B/L Sep. $yst.
Science Liaisms
Lander:
Ae rodymlmics
Comm. & Pmr
Structoree
7"nermo k l_Lat*i
Parachute
Impact
Propulsic_
Temp. Cont.
Ste rillsstiols
Science Liai_
Mfr & Q. C,
GSE
S/st. Testi_K:
Temp. Cont.
Syut. Isle 8.
Structural
Type ap_rov_
Ste rU. Assay
Accept. Te_lm E
Rzl. & QA
Doc urn entation
Pro g. Mgmt.
TOTAL
I_66 _ 1966 i I967i 2, 397 _--
[ 1,344!____; ..... s.gas
t z._o7 ; 4.n01 3.1.1
F-I
t, 380 6S5
] J ! i I
19bB 1969 1970 ] 1971 ] |97Z Toq_|
J 2,397
L.7_ I,Z49 3ZS! £,639
!. 081 94 56 I 11,709
2. O65
405 53 39 I0 507
Z, 787 43T 3,?.24
l,IZZ | 1,320 2.442
I
130 350 117 I 797
1,550 580 Z, 130
17 17 171 51
891 89Z
.... 566_ 33, I z, 9,,
548 430 978
i.116 4201 33 31 3 1,575
1,990 _ 1,990
...... I
!, 833 _ I, 033
I
421 421 I 84Z
Z45 155 99 499
2,700 l, 800 1,900 6, 300
Z7 Z? Z6 80
II. 57Z 23.404 8. 288 821 44.083
4.956 _ 362 1.063 184 8.565
Z36 472 94 SOZ
Z80 _ 233 _ S,S
49• 494
Z6 764 112 9OZ
429 •Z9
8ZO 8ZO 1.640
1.950 _ 028 858 138 • 4.976
19Z 268 Z65 TZS
146 198 115 3Z 491
7,704 46.498 45.233 17.078 2.$31 388 119,43Z
Figure 47 1969 LAUNCH - TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COST
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L._.-_ _ i __.
PreL l)e slei
syst. _. L Znt.
Final Desire
Deve]. Proij:
TV
Pay]oad Plst.
Comm. 8r Pw]"
Attitude Coat.
Propulslcm
Temp. Cont.
BIL s_p. sy,t.
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Aerodynamics
Comm. ik Pmr
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Propul*i0m
Temp. Con[.
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Temp. Coat.
Syst. Irate|.
Structural
Approval
SterU. Aelmy
Accept. Te stin8
Ael. &
Documemtiols
Prc_. l_mt.
TOTAL
Figure 48 1971 LAUNCH--TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROCd%AIV[ COST
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PreL Iie sills
Syst. A_ I Int.
. _ llll
l_w;. troll-- :
T-/
Payload it.
Comm. i Pmr
Anibade Coat.
Propu/siom
B/L $ep. Sy_.
Science Llaisol
Lander:
Aerodynamics
StZ'_urel
"l"llilrlllo Ii I_tti
Parack-_-
Prolmlsi_
Temp.
Ste :_lLl_ttcm
Sctelice l._alloll
MIr i (2. C.
GSE
Sysl. Te nl_ll
Strm_-al
Ste riL Assay
Accept. Teitbl 8
lel. i QA
Doc _Lrnel_a, tioo
Proll. Miuit.
TOTAL
1965 1966
!, 606
748 1,040
__1. 0164 2"070 1.5ZO
1,380 685
405 53
2" 787 457
1,1ZZ 1,320
2, 240 1,600
330 3501,550 580
17 17
1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 197Z Tota/
1,604*
1.175 I 723 I 140 I I 3"8_6
79S i, 201
59 10
!17
17
2" O65
S07
3, ZZ4
2"442
3, 840
797
2,130
51
8.15k 16.874 5,217 458
Z, 980 i,Z?O 532 9Z
lq7 397 65
187 1,505
2SO
14 420 63
510 510
1,237 I,Z96 553 106 Z
861 123 IZ3
63 85 49 14
3, 422 25,302: 29,014 10, 760 1,403 142
30,705
874
659
1,69Z
2S0
491'
1,020
3,194
33Z
Zll
?0, IZ3
Figure 49 1969 LAUNCH--BUS TOTAL COST
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1965 I 1966 I 1967 I 1968 1969 1970 J 19711 IITZ I Totlil I
PreL Desi_ 791 I I / I I | i 791 I
S,_.A:I.,_ I I 5_I ,851 6Z, 5_6 I 185 I I I Z.,i_
J i I I
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!
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P.... l--- :.0j
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Propu]siom 421 421
Temp. Cout. 245 155 99
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GSE 1. 976 1, 092 531 92
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Temp. Cont. 39 T5 Z9
Syit. Inte i. 93 750
Structural Z44
Type Approval 12 344 49
SterU. Asuy 429
Accep_ Te 8tin E 310 310
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1061 145! I ISZDoc umen_stiom
!
Pro|. MsmL 8t 113 i 66 18
I
TOTAL 4,282 21,116j I6, il? I 6,318 1.128
i
143
i 843
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t
6Z©
Z 1, 784
!
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ZSO
Z46 49. 30q
Fi_Lre 50 1969 LAUNCH--LANDER TOTAL COST
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Figure 51 1971 LAUNCH--BUS TOTAL COST
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iFigure 52 1971 LAUNCH--LANDER TOTAL COST
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5Figure 53 1969 LAUNCH--BUS DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 54 1969 LAUNCH--BUS HARDWARE COST
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Figure 55 1969 LAUNCH--LANDER DEVELOPI_ENT
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Figure 56 1969 L_UNCH--LAI_-DER HARDWARE COST
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Figure 57 1971 LAUNCH--BUS DEVELOPMENT COST
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Figure 58 1971 LAUNCH--BUS HARDWARE COST
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Figure 59 1971 LAUNCH--LANDER DEVELOPMENT COST
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Figure 60 I971 LAUNCH--LANDER HARDWARE COST
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a. Preliminary Design - Includes the efforts of tv:c competing con-
tractor candidates, each employing teams of 70 to 80 men, and in-
volving travel, consultants, and computer tinge.
b. System Analysis, Integration, and Field Support
The peak effort, occurring o in 1968, involves a level of over 60 prime
contractor people for all these responsibilities. Computer time is for
trajectory analyses and special test equipment is required for the sys-
tem integration and life tests.
c. Final Design
This effort involves the activities only of the winning contractor, and
includes labor at about the same level as for preliminary design. This
cost, however, also includes testing for design support, particularly
for the bus, the structure of which is not considered as a separate sub-
system development program, but rather as a hardware product asso-
ciated directly with the system design effort. This structure is consid-
ered fairly straightforward, and so for purposes of this plarb was in-
cluded in the final design effort.
d. Bus Television Subsystem
This develepment effort is based on a peak man loading of four prime
contractor men. Development materials, special test equipment, and
subcontracts amount to about half the cost.
e. Bus Payload Platform
The peak prime contractor effort for this subsystem program requires
a loading of about 10 men, Materials and subcontracts are relatively
low, requiring only about Z0 percent of the total cost.
f. Bus Communication and Power
In 1966 the peak prime contractor manpower requirement here is about
46. Computer costs are fairly minor, while subcontract costs amount
to about 40 percent of the total.
g. Bus Attitude Control
This estimate includes the efforts for both the reaction control sub-
system, which slows the bus down after lander separation, and the
attitude control subsystem. The peak prime contractor manpower re-
quirement is about 30 men, and materials and subcontracts amount to
less than Z0 percent.
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h. Bus Propulsion
This effort requires a level on only about 4 prime contractor men, but
the subcontract costs are high and amount to .nearly 70 percent of the
c06t.
i, Bus Tcxnperature Control
A six-man prime contractor loading is required fer this program. Sub-
contractor costs are over 50 percent of the cost because of the assump-
tion of outside rental of a large space chamber.
j. Bus- Lan .tier separation
in addition to the peak manpower level of about 30, the cost is made up
of development materials and special test eqnipment to conduct five
separate types of tests--separation mechanism, spin rockets, sterili-
zation canister jettison, lander retrorocket jettison, and-yo-yo despin
release.
k. Bus Scientific Liaison
This activity is basically one of communication and will occupy about
half the time of the man responsible.
1. La_cler Aerodynamics
About half this cost is prime contractor personnel loaded to a level of
about 29. The remaining costs are basically wind tunnel and computer
rentals.
m. Lander Communication and Power
About dO prime contractor personnel are required for this effort, with
about half t.he costs being incurred by subcontracts for S-band power
amplifiers and exciters, data handling subsystemst NiCad batteryf and
plated wire memory.
n. Lander Structures
In addition to the final design effort, the subsystem program will re-
quire a peak of about I0 men, in addition.to materials and special test
equipment,
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o. Lander Thermodynamics and Materials
This dual purpose program will require a peak of about 18 men in
addition to .... " .... _ ip
estimates are small, for rental of test facilitics not expected to be
_v_ul_ at the prh_ie contractor.
p. Lander Parachute
The prime contractor requirement is for about 10 men, including
material s and special test equipment, while the subcontract costsof
about one third are for wind tunnel and rocket sled expenses.
q. Lander Impact
The basic manpower effort required is eight .men. Subcontract costs
cover performance of air drop tests and sled tests, and the remaining
costs are for materials and special test equipment - both prime and
subcontr actor costs.
•r. Lander Temperature Control
About 4 men are required for this effort, the remaining costs being
estimated for development hardware and space chamber rental as a
sub contr act.
s. Lander Sterilization
Essentially four types of costs are estimated here: planning in 1965,
which involves the two competing contractor_; acquisition of the sterili-
zation pilot plant; operation of the pilot plant through 1967. including
all personnel and supplies, and also all the spacecraft components re-
quired for sampling in developing the statistical assurance of lander
sterility; last, the costs of supervising and monitoring acquisition of
the clean room facility and sterilization ovens. The cost of this facility
itself, however, is not included.
t. Lander Scientific Liaison
This effort will occupy about the full time of one person.
u. Manufacturing and Quality Control
There are basically two types of costs presented here: The primary
manufacturing and quality control costs, which include labor and materials
for the system test and flight hardware for field spares, and for the
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hardware consumed by subsystem qu.alification testing. In addition, a
factor of Z0 percent has been allowed for scrap and manufacturing losses,
including subsystem and system aftra_rio_n,
The second type of costs are those related specifically to the monitoring
of manufacturinl_ activities by the people engaged in the developrr_nt of
hardware subsystems. Thus the cost of interfacing between manufactur-
ing elements and the developers of subsystems is carried here as a
manufacturing cost.
v. Ground Support Equipment
This estimate includes costs for both electrical and mechanical GSE,
used for both system development testing and i__i_ht hardware support,
GSE costs for subsystem development use has in each case been in-
eluded in those areas. The costs included here include basic labor,
materials, special test equipment for GSE development, and subcon-
tracts.
w. System Te stin_
There are five separate systems tests costed here and in each cases
the costs of the spacecraft being tested are i_cluded under manufacturing
and quality control.
In the case of the temperature control test, the contractor costs cover
personnel, special test equipment and computer time, and the subcon-
tractor costs cover space chamber rental.
The system integration and ]if, test costs cover labor and special test
equipment and the greatest single cost is for the rental of a space
chamber for *.he life test for a period of nearly l year.
Structural system testing costs include principally .labor and special test
equipment.
Type approvaltesting also covers basically labor and special test equip-
ment, the subcontractor cost being for a space chamber. Schedule for
this test and the life test could possibly overlap, so that special attention
should be directed to scheduling this area, in the event that the same
chamber is to be used.
The sterilization assay concerns the lander only, and the costs include
labor, materials for culturing, and filtration. The cost of renting a
sterile facility has been assumed to be covered in the labor overhead
applied to the site of the assay.
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ix. Acceptance Testing
This estimate includes costs for labor requi_-ed to perform the test,
special test equipment and materials.
y. l_e!iabi!i._,a_ndQu_i_" Assurance
For both of these efforts the principal cost is labor. There are some
material costs associated with quality assurance, however, and sub-
contract costs associated with reliability, which account for the sub-
contractor position of liaison costs during and following the subsystem
development program.
z. Document ation
This estimate covers the labor and materials required to publish the
documentation expected in aprogram of this size. The cost does not
include any of the engineering effort required to author any of the
documentation.
aa. Program Manasement
This estimate covers the labor expenses of a small project-type manage-
ment system composed of six Project Engineers, reporting to a Project
Manager, who is assumed to be overhead and not costed here. All
other specific managerial tasks have been cested in their respective
areas, such as final design, or reliability.
3.3 DETAILED COST PLAN
Included in the Section are detailed cost breakdowns ef each line item of the
summary sheets in the previous Section, shown in Figures 61 through 92.
These sheets are divided into two main sections, for bus and lander, each of
which covers development and hardware costs, as well as in-house, or prime
contractor costs, and outside, or subcontractor costs. The difference between
development and hardware costs has been discussed above, both in the Introduc-
tion to this section and in the plan summary and therefore needs no further am-
plLfication here.
The difference between in-house and outside costs is defined as follows: There
are three general categories of outside costs: materials, special test equipment,
and subcontracts. The outside category as defined here covers only subcontracts.
All costs associated with materials, special test equipment, and any purchased
or vendor items, are considered to be prime contractor costs. For example,
in the case of manufacturing and quality control, no outside costs axe shown
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because none of the manufacturing processes.are assumed to be subcontracted.
and the subsystem development liaison costs are assumed in all cases to be
borne by the pr#me contractor and not by any subsystem contractor.
A significant item worth pointing out here is the existence of t_levelopment" costB
associated with the 1971 launch though by ground rule, no hardware development
is considered for that launch. These costs do not, in fact, cover hardware devel-
opment, but rather cover other nonhardware costs such as program management,
documentation, reliability follow-on, and so forth.
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Figure 61 PRELIMINARY DESIGN (FOR TWO COMPETING CONTRACTOR
CANDIDATES)
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Figure 6Z SYSTEMS ANALYSIS--INTEGRATION AND FIELD SUPPORT
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Figure 63 FINAL DESIGN
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Figure 64 BUS--TV SUBSYTEM HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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BUS PAYLOAD PLATFORM HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 66 BUS COMMUNICATION AND POWER--HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 67 BUS ATTITUDE CONTROL HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 68 BUS PROPULSION HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 69 BUS TEMPERATURE CONTROL HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 70 BUS/LANDER SEPARATION HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 71 BUS SCIENTIFIC LIAISON HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
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Figure 7Z LANDER AERODYNAMICS HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
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Figure 73 LANDER COMMUNICATION AND POWER HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 74 LANDER STRUCTURES HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 75 LANDER THERMODYNAMICS AND MATERIALS HARDWARE DEVELOPMNET
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Figure 76 LANDER PARACHUTE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 77 LANDER IMPACT HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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LANDER PROPULSION HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 79 LANDER TEMPERATURE CONTROL HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 80 LANDER STERILIZATION HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 81 LANDER SCIENTIFIC LIAISON HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
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Figure 82 MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY CONTROL
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Figure 83 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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Figure 84 SYSTEM TESTING--TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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Figure 85 SYSTEM TESTING--SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND LIFE TEST
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Figure 86 SYSTEM TESTING--STRUCTURAL
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4.0 GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following list contains brief definitions of'some of the more significant
terms appearing repeatedly throughout the volume.
I. Preliminary DesiGn
The activity which initiates the hardware program - involves two contractors
competing for the prime award, and results in preliminary layouts, prelim-
inary subsystems requirements, and mission analyses based on the design.
The activity ends with the choice of one contractor or the winner, at which
time the final design effort is started.
2. Final Design
The continuation of preliminary design, principally involving subsystem
design integration and system design synthesis, follow on and testing sup-
port.
3• Component
Parts which go together to form subsystems.
4. Subsystem
A group of components comprising a major subassembly of either the bus
or lander.
5. System
The bus, lander, or combination of both.
.
6. Subsystem Development Program.
A hardware development activity, the purpose of which is to provide a sub-
. system for either the bus or lander. An example is the parachute program
for the lander, the purpose of which is to supply parachute.s and deployment
mechanisms comprising the parachute subsystem.
7. Type Approval Testing
For the 1969 launch opportunity a total of nine spacecraft vehicles will be
fabricated, five for system testing and four for flights and spares. The
type approval test is the system test performed on the number four system
test vehicle, and is the most critical system test in that itqualifies
the subsequent spacecraft for fright. In addition, this test is a controlling
schedule item, as explained in the development plan. The spacecraft used
for this test is often referred to as the PTM unit.
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